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This is the graceful title of a very finely
built a�d ingeniously arranged carriage manu

rr{�R,US_$2 a·year.-$l in advance and the remain
de r i n six months.
Sharpening EdKed

------��.��+,�.�-----

a

The following is infallible :-- To sixteen
ounces of rectified spirits of wine add ten
grains of carbonate of potash (pure,) half an
ounce of essential oil of bergamot, and one
ounce of sulphuric ether ; mix, and keep in a
glass-stoppered bottle. Apply with a piece of
sponge, soaking the cloth thoroughly when the
grease is not recent. The mixture emits a
peculiarly fragrant odor, and being a fluid
soap, chemically composed, will be found a
perfect solvent of oily matter.-- [Exchange.
[The above is a good receipt for the purpose
stated ; of this we j udge from the nature of
the substances of which it is composed. A
cheaper fluid for the same purpose, and one
that will answer equally as well, may be mat e
of an ounce of liquid ammonia and four ounces
of alcohol mixed with an equal quantity of
water.
.........

llnlloonlng Extr.ordlmlrY.

Harvey Moore, of Lawrence Co., OhiO, claims
to have discovered a principle by which di
rection can be given to an air-car, and its
speed accelerated or retarded at the will of
the engineer or pilot who may take charge of
it, and without the use of ballast or w'aste cif
gllll in the ascent or descent.-- [Exc.
[Will he demonstrate hi� discovery to us !
------�
..
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24,000 balM of cotton were recently sold in

New Orleans in one day.

factured by Rock & Bro., of Hasting, England,
and exhibited at the Paris Exhibition.
It combined the advantages of three distinct
vehicles, viz., a close carriage, a barouche, or
half-headed carriage, and an entirely open car
riage, thus adapting it to all climates and sea
sons.
The principle of its construction is very
simple, and there is not much danger of its
getting out of order, nor can any mistake be
easily made in changing it from one form to
another--which operation is accomplished in
a few minutes with great ease
An eye or ring is fixed in the roof of the
close carriage, and made to drop into a recess
out of sight, when not wanted. When tho
change is to be made, a hook attached to a
cord passing over pullies fixed to the ceiling of
coach-house is passed into the ring, and the
head being balanced by a counterpoise at the
opposite end of the cord, is raised with the ut
most facility, and remains suspended until
wanted again. A similar arrangement is used
for the barouche head, and thus one person
may effect all the changes, however largo the
carriage may be. Its economy is evident from
the fact that it costs but little more than an
ordinary carriage, although it possesses so
many additional advantages.

Tools.

To Extr ct Grease from Cloth.

DlorOllhe.

I,a

City.

" It has long been known that the simplest
method of sharpening a razor is to put it for
half an hour in watbr to which has been add
ed one-twentieth of its weight of muriatic or
sulphuric add, then wipe it off, and after a
few hours set it on a bone. The acid bere
supplies the place of a whetstone, by corroding
the whole surface uniformly, so that nothing
furth�r but a smooth polish is necessary. , The
process never inj ures good blades, while badly
hardened ones are frequeutly improved by it,
although the cause of such improvement re
mains unexplained.
Of late, this process has been applied to
many other cutting implements. The work
man, at the beginning of his noon spell, or
when he leaves off in the evening, moistens
the blades of hili tools with water acidified as
above, the cost of which is almost nothing
This saves the consumption of time and labor
in whetting, which moreover speedily wears
out the blades. The mode of sharpening here
indicated would be found especially advan
tageous for sickles and scythes."
[The above appeared in the National Intelli
gencer, translated frum a German scientific
journal. It may be a good recipe, but we can
not, for the life of us, see into its philosophy.
We can understand how the dilute sulphuric
acid will combine with some of the metal, and
reduce it to an oxyd, but as it will seize upon
the edge of the tool more readily than any
other part, how then can it sharpen the edge
by biting or eating it off. Dilute sulphuric
acid is used in all our iron foundries for eating
off the scale and reducing the metal of cast
ings.

of the invention. Set screws are provided
which adjust the inclination of wedge,j, and
the consequent throw of valve,!.
The subj ect of marine governors is import
ant. The present improvement is one of sim
plicity and apparent excellence ; we commend
it to the careful examination of engineers, and
and others interested in such matters.
Further information respecting tbis patent
can be had by addressing the inventor.
------�.��-..�---

pal cities and towns in the United Sta tes .
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------..�.� -..�--Lubricating 011.

Regulators of some sort are considered al
most indispensable to the proper working of
stationary steam engines. Their office is to
graduate the quantity of steam admitted to
the cylinder, according to the work required,
at each movement, to be done. For example,
when an engine is set to driving a number of
different machines, some of them, perhaps un
expectedly break down and stop ; less power
will be required to drive those that remain in
operation, and the governor accordingly shuts
off a part of the steam ; if this were not done
the engine would be jerked or strained by the
immediate increase in its velocity, and finally
become broken. On the other hand, where
the work to be done is suddenly increased,
more steam will be required, and the governor
mu�t instantly open the throttle valve and let
it on ; otherwise the engine and machinery
will come to a dead stop. The governor, in
effect, then, is an automatic engineer, having
charge of the speed of the machine, under
iron bonds, not to allow it to go either too fast
or too slow ; it exercises an incessant super
vision, requires no watching, and never be
comes tired or sleepy. Governors are just as
necessary for the engines used in sea naviga
tion as for stationary machines, but they have
not, as yet, been introduced on steam vessels
because no suitable regUlating apparatus has
been introduced. Marine engines are there
fore required to be built excessively strong
and maBsive, in order to withstand the injuri
ous effects of irregular movement ; in very
rough weather it is generally necessary to run
them at a low speed.
The common governor consists of a spindle
furnished with swinging weighted balls ; its
operation is well understood ; it must always
stand perfectly plumb, else it fails to be of ser
vice; therefore it is of no use on board of
steamers.

The marine governor herewith illustrated, is
intended to supply the want to which we have
alluded ; it is the invention of Mr. Henry Web
ster, of Beetown, Wis., and was patented June
5th, 1855.
The nature of the improvement consists in
the employment of a water well, which is kept
constantly filled with water by means of pumps
operated by the engine ; said well contains a
float, which is connected with the throttle
valve ; when the water in the well falls or rises
beyond a certain level, the float moves accord
ingly, operates the valve, and lets on or shuts
off the steam.
In fig. 1, which is a side sectional view, the
pump cylinders are indicated by A ; the pumps
are of the ordinary construction, and are op
erated by the rocking shaft, B ; C is the water
well, and D the float ; d is the connecting rod
between the float and throttle valve ; e is an
escape aperture in the well, which determines
the water level ; when the engine works too
quick, the pumps throw up water fa�ter than
it can escape through the aperture, e, and con
sequently the float rises and shuts off steam ;
when the engine moves too slow, less water is
pumped up and the float falls, opens the throt
tle and lets on stellill.
Fig. 2 is a cros! seotton of the water well,
and gives a side view of the aperture, e, with
other appurtenances ; f is a valve covering
the aperture, e; j is a wedge attached to the
sliding rod, E, which moves up and down with
the float, being fastened to the latter by means
of the strap, g; when the rod, E, rises, it brings
the wedge, j, against valve J, and almost closes
the aperture, e; the water escape being thUll
nearly cut off, the well fiUs more rapidly, and
the rise of the float is hastened ; the object of
the valve,!, and its immediate connections,
are to render the float sensitive and quick in
its movements ; this is a very excellent feature
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To the advertisement of Mr. Pease in another
column we would refer our readers who have
occasion to use oil for machinery. We have
lioon most flattering certificates from establish
ments that have used this oil, and it is pro
nounced by all a valuable lubricator.
----�
--���,
-..�---

Lecture on the Gulf Stream.

Prof. Bache, Superintendent ofthe Coast Sur
vey,delivered a lecture in the University Chapel,
this city, on the evening of the 1 7th inst., on
the above subj ect. The Chapel was crowded,
and the lecture was an able one. In the course
of his lecture he said : " The value of the dis
coveries which had recently been made by Prof
Maury and others, in reference to tbe current
of the Gulf Stream was not to be predicted.
It would be estimated !hortly in the history of
our navigntioll."
Leclure on Ugh!.

Prof. R. Grant delivered a lecture in the
Tabernacle, this city, on the evening of the
17th inst., and exhibed his calcinm light for
lighthou�es. This is an improvemeut on what
is called the " Drummond Light," viz. : the
burning of two gases, oxygen and hydrogen,
on a piece of lime.
",� ..

r

New Use fo

Gutta Peroha.

The model of an ingenious illlprovemcnt in
steam-engines, lately presented at our office to
be patented, was composed of gutta percha.
The maker informed us that the substance was
very easily worked into the desired shape.
For many kinds of models it appears to be a.
very convenient and time-saving material.
..

-

..

It is again reported that coal has been found
at San Diego, in California. We hope so ; but
as such reports have been circulated a number
of times, we wait for a sample to convince us
of the reality of such a discovery.

REEFING SAILs-Henry D. P. Cunningham. of Bury I CAnGO PORTS FOR SHIPs-Charles Perley, of New STEAM STOP VALVEs-James McNab andAdam Carr.
Il:"l.nL'!, ];}ngland. Patentecl in England .N ov. 30. IB50: I ! Yor� Ci�y : 1 daim the rim. 7. around the fianch, 6, that of New York Oity: We claim the attachment of the out
claim, first. the chafing spar applied to the after side of receIves the b()l�'i, iI. to secure the frame� f, to the vcs�el. er shell, B ll, to t.he valve spindle. A A, in such a way
the sail yarcl for fending ofl' the sail from the mast or rig· r-;aid rim, 7, recelvin� cnul�jng on both SIdes. one agam,�t that it can be removed at ple�ure to repair the valve.
ging when rolled around the yard, as set forth.
the vessel and the other ag-amst the shutter. g. thereby efRE-ISSUES.
!::\econd, I claim the radius har.ll. in combination with icctually preventing leakage, in the manner and as spec THRASIUNG AND \VINNOWING
GRAIN-Andrew Rals
the bonnet head, in order to permit the tOJl ofthe bOll net ified.
of Middletown, Pa. Originally dated �"eb. 21,1842:
to blow out in harmony with the belly of the sail. as de RE.:MELTING InoN SCRAPs-Abiel Pevey. of Lowell. ton,
I claim. first, the peculiar construction of the chaff screen.
scribed.
Mass.: 1 claim the deiicribed cast-iron retaining vessel, Q' .. which consists of a thin plate of metal punched with
FIRE ARMs-.Joseph C. Day, ofJIackcttsbwn, N ..J.: I with one or more rerforatlons through it. or otherwise a semicircular instrument. for the purpose of producing
l
t e
r
i
daiw, fHst. the improved cOHstructi')n of the cap feediJlg
semicircular apertures, and at the same time leave the
tube, 11. wi[11 a slide. 11', on ene side a row of holes, q. in f���d��t.�n d�h�� b!J���S ���d����li�1d��(!o tl;��b �tt ��: parts of the metal thus partly punched from said plate,
v' essel and the ca3t·iron dust it contains, will be remelied overhanging said apertures. at an angle of 30 or 40 aegs
in said slide, and another row of holes. p. in the side op together,
essentially in the manner and for the purposes or at any suitable ngle greater than that of the p1ate. for
posite. the OHe for the purpose of moving the. follower
along, and the other to prevent the follower returning set forth.
the purpose of allowing the grain to pass through said
with the slide, substantially as described.
apertures. and at the same time prevent the chaff and
STRAW CUTTERS-So T. Sharp, of Danville, Mo.: I straw
1 also claim communicating the motion from the tum
entering them. and thereby preventing choking.
[Reported Officially for the ScientificAmerican.]
claim
arranging
a
circular
knife,
and
a
circular
guard
up
bler to the slide. H', by a vibratory arm. i, or its equiva on a common pivot. so that they will revolve one towards And, seeondly. the combination of the 8ystem of screens.
lent, and abo adding a spring thereto, in combination
o&her until they meet, each traveling the same dis 1�: b!h:'�f�:�:dth:r:i��fotoi�eXg;���;;���n�th�� ��rr�br�
L IS T OF P A T E N T C L A I MS
with the elbow slot, k. whereby said slide may be readily the
tance, or the arranging two knives, circular, upon a com plac.�..!:�ep��it, substantially as set forth and represented.
connected and disconnected from the lock and cap tube, mon
Issued from the United States Patent Ollice
pIvot, so that they will revolve towards each other
substantial1y as specified.
until they meet.
SEWING MACHINES-Thos. J. W. Robertson, of New
I
also
claim
extending
the
lower
part
of
the
main
spring,
FOR THE WEEK ENDING JAN. 15, 1856.
York City. Dated originally March 20, 18M: I do not
from
its pivot to, and causing it to rest upon the sear at a DITCHING MACHINEs-T. J. Stratton, of Waterloo, N. claim,
in itself, the al'rangement of the feeding dog and
point
very
nearly
over
its
center,
in
order
to
dispense
Y.:
I
do
not
claim
the
excavating
wheel,
as
such
has
been
STERN PnOPELLRR-John Beattie, ofI.. iverpool, Eng.
a separate supporting stud and sear sprillg. and also to
before for like purposes.
Patented in England Sept. 5th, 1850: I claim the cOlistruc with
����� c��:ld��:�;[:�:�ya�����ih�s6eof�r:hbe����� t�
enable the lower part of said main spring to be made near used
But
I claim the secondary frame. movable about. the the alternate action of these devices. Neither do I claim
tiOD of an open wrought·iron stern·frame, E B l�., �orm.ing ly
equal i::llength and strength to the upper part, substan main axle. and constituting the 8upport of the excavating
vart with the keel. H. of the vessel. and reCeIvmg the traily
as described.
wheel, and ofthe earth conveyors. tor adjusting the wheel f! f�:�u�sid����}�c�no�th�n�l�r� �h�n; th�eles�Ji�:���i��
rudder, substantially as described.
the required depth of excavat.ion. and causing the con
ATTACHING
TO AXLEs-Allen Greene. ofProv to
is otherwise arranged to operate in connection with
VARIAJ'lLE DIAL :ron. DIVlDING ENGINEs-Wm. H. idence, n.. 1.: ITHILLS
veyors to conform to each new position of the wheel. sub dog
the use of the leather, gutta percha, stantially
the spring clamp or hold, as specified.
Brown. of \Vorcester, .Mas�. 1 do 110t claim the use of or other similarclaim
as
specified.
substance
in
attaching
the
thill
or
shaft
t c n a io
gearing clS a means of transmitting or varying rotary mo to the axle.
��a!fe:Ji�g r:r g; d�;, J. ���t:��t��:"!.�r���a:
REVOLVrNG FIRE ARMs-Eben T. Starr, of New York D�':ft�
tion.
and operating together against the cloth on its one side or
City: 1 do not claim the cartridge cutters on the breech surface.
13 ut I claim causing both the index and dial to rotate at
REGULATING
SPEED
OF
WINDr.nLr�s-Frank
G.
John
as set forth.
the same time by means substantially the same. and tor son. of Brooklyn, N. y,: I do not claim the generalprin plate, nor any of the separate parts of which my improve Second.substantially
the arrangement for effecting the feed; that is
is composed.
the purpose set torth.
ciple of regulating windmills by the use of weights or gov ment
1 claim mounting the series of barrels on a central ro to say, setting· the arm, F. of the feed finger at such angle
ernors
revolving
with,
or
by
mea.ns
of
the
wind
wheel.
direction of the thrust will
EXTENSION RAILROAD CAR-JOS. S. Brown. ofJ.. owelJ.
tating spindle or arbor, provided with a breech plate. so to the table that the diagonal
the sails thereof. through the intervention that
Mass.: I claim extending the floor and sides or' cars out and controlling
it can slide thereon, substantially as described. to be f���������i�P:�����!t��ti�itk�h�ri�tl�. t:la��iair :o�
and rods.
wards.laterally. by means of racks and pinions and other oOevers
hut
1 claim. tirst. the method. substantially as herein moved forward to receive the charges, and then pushed
e d
t
isite
t
machinery connected to them, or otherwise. so as to give set forth, of regulating the veloe.ity of the windmill. and back and locked. to inclose the charge, as set forth.
a larger area to the floor, and so enlarge the callacity of controlling the position of it� fans by the use of the weights, And I also claim the method of elevating the cock by ���s �::f��g���rn g !�d f:ed��i :he�i�lh�� �e� f���.
the car, esseutially in the manner and for the purposes D .l) D, with the springs, ENE. adjusted to slide from and the finger lever until it is engaged and held by a spring [NoTE-The list of patents published this week is quite
set forth.
described, in combination with the
towards the center of the wheel upon the spokes .B H 11. catch, substantially as
that it can be operated by the can- large. It is indicative of an activity among inventors.
l:�EEDING PAPER-Saml, I. Chapman, of Charleston, S. a.nd co. nnected to the fans, AA A. hy means of the rods, trigger. solarranged,
e lever, to effect the discharge. and also among the examining officers at the Washington
h
C.: I do not claim feeding paper to printing presses by H G G. Ol their equivalents.
I claim the combination together of the brake ;�b���n�� fl;t� des��& :d.
Office. that we are always glad to notic�. About
atmospheric pres:mre. irrespective of the construction and Second,
And I also claim in combination with the finger lever Patent
I. and arms,
for the purpose of setting the and
ar rangem�nt of parts �hown, for various devices have been wheel.
trig�er,
arranged
and
combined substantially as spec one-third of all the patents granted as above. were, as
faDS edgewise of the wind whenever desired, said arms
patented for that purpose.
ed. the employment of the shifting- stop on the finger usual, obtained through the Scientific American Patent
and brake wheel being formed and adjusted substantially ifi
But 1 claim, 1st. separating and detaching the upper in
lever, so that it can be set either to eft'ect the discharge, by Office.
most sheet of paper on the feed board, H..from those under.. the manner set forth.
continued back pull on the finger lever, or by touch
neath it, and properly.presentin� sai4 sJ.1eet to the fingers. BRICK MACHINEs-Richard W. Jones. of Green Ca..<;tle. the
ing the trigger with the finger after the cock has been el Omitting this week our customary explanatorycom
nippers. or other de\'ICe by whIch It conveyed to the
a
evated.
as described.
e
r
o
g
n
ments u P On. the claims, we have made selections from the
printing press or to the form thereon. by means of the box :h�'dl�y��'o� ;hi\ Ar:s t�:nPpUre;r���I� u:d�e !J':rth�r d� i
B valve J. and holder or lifter ll, the above parts being
PLATlI'ORl\r SCALES-��. M. Strong and Thos. Ross. of most interesting subjects among them. notices of which
the reciproeating carriage, J, itself considered . Vergennes,
c�nstructed and arranged as shown. and operating in con claim
Vt. : ,"Ve do not claim operating the beam by
I claim teeding the molds, N. underneath the grate,
be found in another column, under the heading of
nection with a vacuum produced in the box, E, and a E,liut
of the l�ent levers. connected with the steelyard will
roller. C, and discharging them there· meansthrough
blast through the tube, Q, the vaCUUm aud blast being fromandbypressing
.. Recent American Patents.]
an intermediate lever.
means of the reciprocating carriage,J, springs. I�. rod.
[JI'oduced by an air pump,ll, or its equivalent.
llut
we
c
l
ai
m
.
first,
the
use
of
corresponding
concavi.,'', ..
2d. I claim operating the feed board, R, by means of the catch spring, M. and roller, K. when combined. arranged.
t th
at
c
i
Great Patent Cose of Reaper •.
cams, u. plate, '{. spring, m. and socket, '1" and screw r!ld, and operated as shown and described.
��t�r:!�ia\� ���r1�� ii�c:;, �. a�d�h! ����� � :u�:
S. fitting into said socket. as shown and described, motion [Engravings illustrative of the operation of the above l�:
stantially
as
described,
ana
tor
the
purposes
specified.
MCCORMICIi. AGAINST M ANNy-In the month
ltein� given the socket by means of a collar, X. attached invention, are being prepared, and will shortly appear in Second. the adjustable bearingj, in combination with
thereto by a teather, r. whereby the feed board is made
the pivots, c. substantially as de�cribed and for the pur of January, last year, a suit was rought by
to rbe and falL to convey the sheets to the holder or lifter, tho SCI. Am.l
poses
specified.
and the diminishing hight of the pile of paper compensa SHINGLE MACHINE-A. Kendall. of Cleveland. 0.: I r11hird. the combination of the projections on the bear McCormick, in the U.S Dist. Cout Washing
ted for. and also any irregularity in the thickness of the claim.
i, with the notches in the pivots. c, constructed as ton, to obtain an injunction against J. H. Man
first. the described arrangement. of devices for ings,
sh ts
l de;)cribed. fbr the purpose specified.
e e
3d, i claim tIle feed-board, R, operated as shown. in
�i:�i:��j��
�h�rd::i�:ji��p!�����'o;Ji�� �t�� l����t �f YAnN DRESSING FRAMES-A. J. Sutherland; of Low ny, of Illinois, for infringement of the plain
combination with the valve. J. holder or lifter, H, and the
shingle,
ell. Mass.: I claim the use and application of a lever, or
manner of raising the driver. E. from the its equivalent. Olle end of which presses on the surface of tiff's patent. The place of trial was changed
�:d'
f� �l:=rb�i:: l�� ��d�h�ti�ia:i:� :�: ;:b�uQ. kO�u� Second, the
c
d
t
e f e a
the yarn wound about the beam, and to the other end of to Chicago, where a final hearing was ordered
lUanner and for the purpose shown and de;;cribed.
���i;e�
r
'
�,
1i�
i�
��!�in�ri:
�n�
t��
le
;���git�
��a
which the friction �pring is attached for the purpose. sub
CURING DISEASES. THE GENITAT� ORGANs-Joseph arm. r, and the action of the arm, D· ... on the end ofR·
...
stantially as described.
'
Cheever, of Boston Mass.: 1 am aware that there is noth of the lever, R. as described.
I am aware that James and John Haworth obtained a to take place ; and again, the final hearing was
ing new in the application of galvanic electricity 10 the rl'hird. the tumbler. P', as combined with the springs. patent
1848. tor a contrivance acting on the same prin ordered to take place at Cincinnati, where the
cure of diseases. and that electro-positive and electro Q' Q'. operating in the manner and for the purpose set ciple asinthat
descril::ed, but that contrivance was applica
negative metals have been applied in l)ads. and in various forth.
ble
only
to
looms. and could not, without material modifi
ways. to disea.sed parts of the human system. I therefore
cation, be applied to dressers. I do not claim the use of case was fully tried last June, and occupied the
HARVESTERs-Wm.
F,
Ketchum
do not claim such. nor do I claim making a scrotum sack GRAIN AND GRASS
as a.pplied to" looms, but only as applied Court about three weeks. It was considered
of Buffi.l.lo,:N. y . . I claim supporting the cutter bar, E my let·off motion
of net work.
and similar machines. excepting looms.
llut I claim combining the electric plates of an elastic and platform. H. when the implemellt is used as a grain to dressers
do not claim the friction strap nor the spiral spring, a most important trial with regard to several
scrotum sack by chains, or such a series of electrical con harvester, by the bar or rod, G, in addition to the bar D, as1they
have
been
used before.
ductors. extendin.'t from one to the other. a.'1 described, as said bar or rod being arranged or attached to the cutter
will permit the necessary expansion or contraction of the Lar, E. and frame. A, as shown and described. for the pur FELTING HATS-J. S. Taylor. of Danbury, Conn.: I do devices connected with reaping machines, and
.sack to take place, without obstruction therefrom.
pose set forth.
not claim a serie:'l of rollers placed within a vat or frame great interests were therefore at stake. Im
1 abo claim extending: the connecting chain of the �oiii
of giving two or more of said rollers a latel'al mense efforts were made in collecting testimo
MACHINE-Sam!. M. King, of Lancaster.Pa.: independent
tive and negative plate;.;. into and throughout one of the I SruNGLE
motion. for they have been previously used.
the combination of cast-iron boxes with adjusta vibrating
straps of the scrotum sack, and thence into and through bleclaim
N
either
do
I claim giving the hats a rubbing or vibra
and sliding lids. operatirlg with the knives in
the body belt, suostantiaJly in the manner, and so a3 to frontbottoms
that is a motion indispensable in all ma ny for both sides, and both parties employed
alternately, by connectmg rods, so as to cut and reg ting motion.
protect said chain from injury. as specified.
for feHing hats_
very eminent counsel-the Hon. Reverdy John
ulate the size and taper of the shingle, substantially as chiney
Nor
do
I claim the contrivance set forth. as an indepen
HEADING BOLTS-H. M. Clark, of NewBritain. Conn. described.
dent invention. but merely �s an improvement on my hat son and E. N. Dickerson by the plaintiff, and
I claim, first, the arrangement shown aJ}d d.escribed �f
n
h
r
e
t
STEERING WHEEL STOpPER-Wm. R. Lavender and f11��ii�:d, �ll' b: ����N;lte3 :!; !�p:ev��:'1 �:i:��: E. M. Stanton and George Harding by the de
operatmg together Atkins
the two heading dies, N n. when dIe
Smith. ofProvincetown, .M.a.s.�. : I claim construct and cannot be uiied without a license from the legal owner
is in motion or at ing a wheel
£uch a manner that while neither
stopper and applying it so as to operate with
rest without a like action of the other, the one,e or in�ernal
the wheel and tiller. substantially as specified, viz., so of i�� f�::i� �h!3.��inbination of machinery. operating in fendant.
n
C
n i
that
it
may
turn
up and
down on a hinge, and when down the manner subst:mtially a:'l set forth, for the purpose of
t!?�
�
�
w
�
I
��
:3����:��;�;��
t�:j�i��
�t·
:io�e
�h�
�v����
The Court, after hearing the testimony, and
the wheel
handle,
and be supported laterally
g�n- embrace
die!!, by means of the; ar�ange:rp.ent of the dies in.the
the hat a rotary longitudinal and vibratory motion.
und�r the strain of the wheel by devices essentially as giving
t u
t
i c
at one and the same tIme. thereby subjecting the hat�, as the elaborate arguments of counsel, deferred
i� g:���� tlh�r:����:s!:�ri�l?Y°a�� ��d f�; described.
�f:�:.l��;l�g
they pass along the chamber. a. between the rollers. H II its decision until the 16th inst., when it was
r
ss
th
B. to a kind of rub1:Jing or friction. similar to the rub
BIT FOR DOnrNG FELJ.IES AND TURNING SPOKES. Bbing
several inter Horatio
�i���� i c1��� �r;ing the gauge, f. the
by hand. and therefore causing the hats
McGrath, of Meig's Creek, 0.: I claim the single to beperformed
and twist auger
downwards.
mittent movements specified, upwards,
felted in a more perfect and expeditious manner delivered by Justice McLean, in Washington,
with
a
tapering
shell
pod.
for
the
purpose
of
gauging.
of
offic�
its
performing
after
latera.lly. whereby
_
than
by
the
combination
of any machinery ever before where the application for injunction was first
boring
and
tapering
a
mortise
at
one
operation.
as
de
O
h
used.
b61tir�� scribed.
����f�:r���a:��dd��f}?de������. �ad�1���1�h!
I aho claim the tenon auger. constnlcted as described,
COATING DAGUERREOTYPE PLATES-J.B. Tompkins, made, and is in favor of the defendant, and is
o:r blow to clear itself of any with
the clamp. and by said action
its auxiliary adjustable cutter to reduce the superflu of Buffalo. N Y.: I do not claim the box containing the reported to be as follows :adhering scale or dirt.. as deSCrIbed.
ous timber. and with i s finishing bIts arranged to cut a jar,
as that has long been in use.
But I claim the construction and usc, in combination
SECURIXG GLASSES OF LANTERNs-Hezekiah Crout. taperiut;' tenon. with a shoulder at right angles to its axis. with
" First, That Manny's Reaping lIfa.chine does
the common coating box of the jar, J J, with the I?o
of .Haltimore. Md.: I claim the application of the flanged MORTISING MACHINE-J. A. Merriman, of Hinsdale. rous diaphragm.
D. and the orifice. C. in connection wIth
removable bar. for the purpose specified.
Mass.: I do not claim mortising by means of two chisels, the tuLe. FJ. and flask. F, together with the compress, K not infringe any of the patents of Mr. McCor
HEADING SPIKE8-!<�lishaH. Collier, of Scituate, Mass.
e p
n it a
n
horizontal reciprocating cutter. K', irrespec.
I claim hanging the die-plate 0'F anvil upon centers ?r Ptivep. ofandthea peculiar
employed for operating said �� t;:e �r :n :��������sf���� f�� �����i�:�h� Z:���1 mick.
bearings. in such a manner that It cal! he.reversed. or Jts chisels and cutter, formeans
vapors
n the coating box with the vapor of bromine and Second, That the leveler and reel-post used
they
ha
ve
been
previously
used.
under fa.ce hrought uppermost. the s�ld die plate or aflgle But I claim operating the chisels. P P. and cutter. K', for the further purpose of continuou1l1y furnishIng the
being provided with a double set of dIe holes. as deSCrIbed by means of the reciprocating plates, 10, attached to a chambers
of the coating box, with a more regular. uni in Manny's machines are not the same, in form
and for the purpose specified_
form and consistent supply of the vapor of bromine. or
t k
e
ii�i�: �ta�h�S����e
�;r�i� J!f. �·f a�h:ft�lN����k���b� any other sensitizing chemical, substantially in the man or principle, as the improvements patented by
OPERATINGFIRE ENGINEs-John P. �hilo & George stantially
ner set forth.
as shown for the purpose specified.
Cowing of Seneca Falls. N, Y.: We claIm the arrange
ment orthe toggles. G G. sh3.:ft, D. arm, .F, and rods. d d, SAFETY COAL IIoLF. COVERs-F. n. Moore, of Eoston, CURTA1N FIXTUREs-Lewis White. of Hartford, Ct.: Mr. McCormick, in 1845, and are no infringe
f.)r operating the pistons,H H. substantially as shown and Mass.; I claim the combination ofthe grating, E. and rods. I claim t.he lever pawl. c, in combination with the ratch ment.
described.
et. b. and cord, e. !;O constructed and arranged that by
Third, That several useful improvements in
pulling the cord. which operates the roller to wind the
HYDRANT-C. J. Cowperthwaite, of Philadelphia. Pa. fy ,:!t�{1�rf��er, D. operating in the manner substantial- curtain.
in different directions. or di.fferent angles. it will
I claim the cylinder, Ii'. fitted over the conical projection
the lever pawl. so as to hold or release the ratchet vented and patented by John H.Manny, are not
on the bottom of the case. A, said cylinder havmg v3.lves, DRESSING MfI,J� STONES-R. D_ Nesmith, of Lake ViI librate
GO, within it, and an elastic cap or cover.ing, K. th!ough lage, N. H.: 1 do not claim the method shown, for adjust substantially as described.
covered by McC ormick's patent, but are differ
which the valve rod. H. passes. and to WhICh cap said rod ing the machine radially or tangentially with the arbor.
is attached. the cylinder being secured on the conical E j neither do I claim the method of operating the pick W�;d����fAlie�l�;�l�Ep��W� ���iliaen :�r����:� ent in form and principle, and consequently no
projection by means of the bent rod, M, and cap, N. �fthe arm, 0'. for these d�vices have been previously used.
of the plummer block, I, in correspondence with the infringement.
case, A, substantially as shown. for the purpose speCIfied. But I claim securing the back end of the pick arm. C', steam
of the hollow trunnion of an oscillating
to a head, }�:. atta.ched to a sliding plate. G', the head be steam openings
engine, and the steam openings of a suitable valve.
GAS BUR'NERs-Chas. .A..Cummings & Cortland Doug ing
The injunction was refused, and the blll dis
allowed
to
tUrn
on
the
sliding
plate.
whereby
the
that the plummer.block lies contiguously between the
lass. of New London. Con·n.: We c;lai:rp. the interposition length of the pick arm mar. be increased or diminished. so
le!s a seat. missed at cost of complainant.
between two jets or streams of gas Issumg from the same as desired, and also the pOSItion of the pick arm varied in trunnion and the valve, and furnishes more orubstantiall
s
Y The Court fully sustains the validity of Mc
burner. of a plate, b, substantially as, and for the purpo the machine, as set forth.
ses set forth.
s:���r£!�':�d }�� :h����;o:�����e�:��:d�
MAKING CLOTHES PINS-Ephraim Parker. of Bur ��STEAM
VALVE8
AS
CUT-OFFS-C.H.Brown
and
Chas.
N.
Fulton.
of
Cumings.
C.
Cormick's patents, and pays a high compli
VALVEs-Dewitt
GATE
LOCK
·lington, Iowa: I claim attaching to a common lathe a cut
Y.: I claim the arrangement and cons�ruction of �alves ter. working parallel with the mandrelin connection with Burleig-h (assignors to the Putnam Machine 00.,) of Fitch
de a spout, the same motion operating both the cutter and burg. Mass.: We claim operating the valves by means of ment to the patentee.
canal locks, sl!b�tantIallY as �erem
or �addle gates forthe
the revolving cams, h. in combination with the bent lev
and ttl'lt I!1 the water IS washed spout.
scrIbed. whereby sand
d. and their combination with the governor. in the An appeal has been taken to the United
and settles away from the bearmgs. mstead of accumula- I also claim. in connection with the above. a wheel and ers,
manner and for the purpose substantially as set forth.
saw.
the
whole
being
a
self-acting
machine,
tn.kingsquare
t g
of the paddle, so secured pieces of timber from the spout, and converting them in LATH MACHINE-J _ JJ. Brown (assignor to himself and StatesSupreme Court."
� �lso claim the stationary axisturned.
when it becomes
that it may be
and clothe.'! pins, at a single operation
to the framingpresent
Learned.) of In dianapolis, Ind. : I disclaim recip- The decisioD, as quoted, waS l:eported by
a different portion of its surface to toIcylinders
claim the combination as described. or any other com ehas.
worn. so as toof the paddle.
, without regard to num· telegraph to this city, but we lore of opinion
a
o c
bination. substantially equivalent thereto.
the bearing
��� !�! Jt�!��i�� �f �����:���
of Westport. WASHBOARDs-Ira S. Parker, of Sharon. Vt.: I claim I claim the vertical guide frame. F. in combination with that there must be some mistake connected
EXTENSION TABLEs-EdwardC.A.of Curley,
adju.qtable reciprocating rest, m, constructed. arranged
the main or station� constructing the washboard of a series of cylindrical the
having the top,
Conn.: I claim
arranged
the taple. made loose, and and
bars, A. the ends of which are secured to boards and operating substantially as and for the purposes speci with that report, because the points which the
ary portion, A, of by
sprmgs, and to move up down beaded
B C. the beads, a, of the bars, being side bys ide in hori fied
upon or suspended
in guides or ways, substantially as and for the purpose zontal rows. so as to leave spaces. c. between them, sub. GRAIN AND GRASS HARVESTF:ns-GeIston Santord & Court is stated to have decided are clearly
stantially as shown and described.
Thoma� and Stephen Hull. of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.: 1
set forth.
claim placing or hanging the axis. D, of tbe driving wheel, such as are provided for by a trial at common
PRUNING TREES-W. W. Harvey. of Saltville. Va:: I
F ABTENINGS-Reed Peck, of Cortlandville. N. B. in circular bearings. b b, which are allowed to turn in
claim having the shank or bar. C, of tho cutter or chIsel. Y.DOOR
: I do not claim to have invented any of the parts that eyes or straps, ,a a, attached to the frame. A. the axi� be law, and the decision of a jury.
A fitted within a socket. E. attached to a proper handle. make up my self-fa.'!tening door standards, as separately ing placed eccentricallyor out of center, in the bearings.
�-----
------.... ... - ..
F' the socket being allowed to slide or work on the shank each is well known.
h. substantially as shown and iOr the purpose specified.
Coal. for London.
0; bar substantiallyas shown, and for the purpose speci
t
s
tied.
in�.�i :�i�h t�� �����r�\���!���e d��if_fa!��n\��:::b: BANGING MILL STONEs-David Marsh, ofBridgeport.
This city requires about three millions of
S. Hunt. of Bridgewater. stantially as described.
COTTON PREsBE8.-Cal�b
g�i�,(�ScfB��� 'ft��!h��fcY>o�;.)� f�t�ihf'tte ��e �f tuns per annum. More than a thousand ves
arrangem.ent of the respec CASTING METAJ,s-Ezra Ripley. of Troy, N. Y.: I do securin.
the peculiar
Mass.: I claim improved
!j the earrier to the spindle. by means of the vi
pres!'!, by whIch I am enabled, not broadly claim exhausting the mold of 3.ir, previous to brating feather,
tive parts of m
inserted in the spindle. it admitting of he sels averaging about 400 tuns burden are em
to impart either a weak and rapid or while running in the melted metal j nor the use ot ing secured by keying in a recess in the cup. substantially
with a single r.ever, and
powerful �ov.ement to the 1;118. molds having vents arranged for the esca;l?e of confined or 88 set forth.
movement. or a slow
ployed in carrying these coals.
SImIlar
of
construction,
anyone
to
or
press,
air nor do I claim the substitution of a sim
ten of said
"," .
screw attached to the platen compressed
expansive air chamber for an air pump. in casting
viz a non-revolving male
more ��tched and movable con- ple
is e'�braced by two orwhose
i
r
m
t
Last Christmas Day is stated, in some of
threads
and
rooves
umtmg
nuts.
w
�!:'��ing
the
air
which
ordinar
:l:i�
i���ia���
�s&
scre
centric.
r J o rily fills the mold. into an air-tight expansive chamber.
n a
ncl
our exchanges, to have been the coldest ever
d :hf!h a�� �r:���� 1n :u�b � through
�h'::ail:!l�������ftoa�said
crevice-like air passages arranged for the ur�
male screw and the operating
experienced in TexaB. Great damage has been
m
i I e
h ol
manner in relation
the
of
desired
the
movements
will,
at
rm��le�di� �� ��J �:�i. �i� ����ri�e� �nd �peci�
lever L'i to produce
done to fruit trees.
fied. whereby the advantages lIet forth are attained.
plate�, substantially ailet forth.
a
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© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

£'tienfific
New Method of Application for Artificial lie at

instantaneously, also for roasting coffee, &c.
MESSRS. EDITORS-Under the above caption An apparatus might easily be contrived for
I wish to propose to those interested in the the iron ing of dry goods by its use.

�nlerintn+
lViaehineq \Vu nted hy Farmer,"'_

of 1853 for the following statement of A. lIf .

a corn stalk cutter : I have never yet found

Hana, near Danville, Montgomery C o . , Texas :
' The fact that I made 51 bales of cotton,

MESSRS . EDITORs-In the first place I want

one having sufficient power and simplicity of (Dean seed,) 500 pounds to a bale, 1,800 pounds
never, at least to my knowledge, been used for it may be applied with advantage arc the construction. The universal fault within these to the acre, and 17 bales to each hand, can be
domestic purposes, viz. , -superheated steam. baking of bread, biscuits, crackers, & c., the machines is, they are forever out of " kilter," well authenticated by all of my immediate
Everybody is well acquainted with the defects roasting of coffee and c ocoa, the manufacture -they are not strong enough to encounter the neighbors. I had 70 acres of " hog wallow "
of the present modes of warming buildings, of British or starch gum, which is now done by stalks of our large corn here in the West. Let prairie land, of a black and stiff soil, cultivated
and cooking. There are three methods of ac roasting the starch in a k iln, and the distilling us have a corn-stalk cutter, gentlemen, which chiefly in cotton, oats, sweet potatoes, and In

matter, the application of an agent which has

Among the manufacturing purposes to which

The direct

or subliming of certain chemicals, such as s ul-

complishing the first obj ect :

1.

use of fire in stoves, grates, &c.

2. Hot air phur, vermilion, calomel, &c.

It will be per-

3. The use of a heated material, ceived that, although fit to use in the way prosuch as steam or hot water, circulated in the posed above, stame opens a wide field to inventbuilding through a series of pipes .
ors for improvements and new applications .
furnaces.

The first method-which is the most com

mon, and, in a great many instances, the only
one ever applicable,-is also the most defective
in regard to the expense of fuel, improper and
irregular heat, trouble and dirt, danger from
fire and injury to health.
The second, although much better for large
buildings, is less obj ectionable.

LOUIS BONl!ET.

New York, Jan. 1856.

------� - ------

Trealing Flannel to l'rncllt it from Fulling.

Being a constant reader of your valuable

j ournal, I desire to present a few remarks on
the article on page 134 relating to red and

C ommon red flannel is colored with the mu-

distributed through the building, which is riate of tin and the laca insect, as was demostly composed of noxious gases, deprived of scribed in last volume SCIllNTIFIC AMERICANthe neceseary dampness.
very seldom with co chineal. This " tin acid,"
The third system-that of steam or hot wa when used in coloring, changes the property of

ter pipes-would be the most perfect, but for

the wool-the metal destroys the felting prop-

one circumstan ce : it d oes not produce venti erty of the wool-it flattens or kills it. Murilation, and the renewal of the air in the rooms ate of tin has a strong affinity for oxygen
depends entirely upon the accidental opening

therefore all colors dyed with muriate of tin

of the doors and windows.

as a mordant, are faster than those which give

Now, in my opinion, all these defects could

off oxygen.

By leading steam from nia given off in perspiration.

The changing

a boiler into a coil of pipes placed in a furnace,

of lac red flannel to a crimson color is a good

it (the steam) acquires a very high tempera

test of the neutralization of the muriate of tin

ture, and its nature and properties differ entirely in the flannel.
from the common or, wet steam ; it becomes

Strong warm soap suds, withut rubbing of the flann el, wi ll not full it up,

what is called " dry," or " hot steam," and nor change its red color much, and yet it will
some persons have given it the name of stame. remove the grease and dirt without rubbing,
This remarkable agent has been applied with

great success in several operations in manufac- 
turing chemistry, such as the treatment of oils

backs to contend with from crab-grass, insects,

boxes need cleaning every other day to keep
them perfectly sweet, when meal or shorts is

It was the second crop in the field, on which

as recommended by the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

If white flannel be boiled with the muriate
of tin-1 lb. of it to 10 Ibs. of flannel-it will

and the distilling of fats for the manufacture

impart to it the same negative fulling property

of candles, and in other cases where the ob 

that it imparts to lac red flannel.

j ect is, in addition to the exclusion of air, a

ate of tin can be purchased for ten cents per

The nmri-

a-day.

It is quite a task to wash

i have

these necessary appendages made nice

and light, of cast-iron.

Pig troughs of cast

For instance, let the hot steam be

conducted into an oven of the necessary size,
supplied with a waste pipe to carry off the
vapors, the supply always to be regulated by
means of a faucet ; an:i it is hardly possible to

can easily be done with the sponge.

When

squeezed in the hand, and then applied to the

no cattle had been permitted to run, and had
been made mellow and easy to work by copious

ing myself, with four hands to save the crop.
------.
. � � .��-----

Minerai 'VenHh of Rus.ia.

iron have been in use for many years.
But, most of all, I want a cheap and simple
steam engine.

If the steam engine could be

simplified and cheapened, so that one of suffi

Minerals of the most valuable and useful
kinds abound in Russia.

Salt is found in va

rious places ; but there is a district of country

cient power for farm uses could be made for on her southern frontier, extending nearly in a
$100 or $125, the sales would be far more ex line parallel with the northern coast of the
tensive and their use more general than that of Sea of Aral and the Cagpian, and to the north
the different kinds of horse-powers all put to
gether.

Of this there can be no doubt. C om

of the line mentioned, and between both, where
salt is found of the finest quality.

Immense

mon horse-powers would very soon be num

beds of sulphur have lately been discovered

bered among the things that were and are no

about Secamara, on the banks of the Wolga ;

FARMER.

more to be.

..
-----......
--..
-�
.
-----Bl ueing White Paper.

vas t gold fields have been disc overed
of the Lena.

Silver is

most abundant at N artshinsk, on the C hinese

A great deal of letter paper has a blue tinge,

and this shade seems to be prpferred by most
persons.

and

around the sources

C hicago, Ill.

In a work called " Herring's Paper

and Paper Making," the practice of blueing
paper pulp is s tated to have had its origin in

boundary.

There is good reason to believe

that all Siberia abounds with the precious
metals.

Very large fields of fine coal have

been found in different parts of Russia, es
pecially in the iron districts. To the westward
of the Ural Mountains, and on the Don, a vast

a singularly accidental circumstance, which, field of the very finest anthracite coal has
been
not merely as an historical fact, but as forming found, and is now working. The gold pro
an amusing anecdote, is perhaps worth men- duced in the Ural Mountains was
in 1851, $12,tioning :-" It occurred about the year 1790, at 000,000. Besides gold and silver, Russia has
a paper mill belonging to Mr. Buttonshaw, in a vast extent of iron mines, yielding
metal
England, whose wife, on the occasion in ques of the very finest quality. There are
also
tion, was superintending the washing of some large mines of platina, copper, lead, and zinc.
linen, when accidentally she dropped her bag
-------.
..��.-----

of powdered blue into the midst of s ome pulp
perfectly regular heat ; it is capable of many pound, therefore its use for the boiling of white
in a forward state of preparation, and so great
other uses, not thought of at present. When fiannel will not involv e _ much expense.
If
entertained of the mischief she
heated to a sufficient degree it is able to set a white flannel becomes yellow when boiled in was the fear she
piece of wood or other combustible substance the muriate of tin, it is a sign that the flannel had done-seeing the blue rapidly amalgama
ted with the pulp-that all allusion to it was
on fire, when it comes in contact with it in the was not previously depnved of its grease or
studiously avoided, until, on Mr. Buttonshaw's
presence of air. The method I would use for oil, and that it contained sulphuretted hydroinquiring in great astonishment what it was
its application to the warming of buildings, is gen ; or that the acid itself-the muriate of
that had imparted the peculiar color to the
to distribute it somewhat in the manner of gas, tin-contained sulphuretted acid. This I have
pulp, his wife, perceiving that no very great
that is, by iron pi pes encased in a fire-proof found to be the case with common �uriatic
damage had been done, took courage and at
covering, with a branch for each room, fur acid, which I always strain through a woolen
once disclosed the secret, for which she was
nished with a j et and a faucet, and this j et cloth betore using.
afterwards rewarded in a remarkable manner
any
of
stove,
of
sort
or
opening into a drum,
If red flannel shirts, by frequent washing
by her husband, who, being naturally pleased
suitable shape and size, combining ornament and sweating, become a dark crimson color,
with an advance of so much as four shillings
with a large heating surface. The drum should by the discharge of the muriate of tin, if a litper bundle upon SUbmitting the ' improved '
be provided with a tube, rather smaller than a tIe of the latter be added to hot water, and the
market, immediately pur 
common stove pipe, leading into the chimney flannel steeped in it for an hour or two, the make to the London
scarlet cloak (somewhat more
costly
a
chased
fl ue, for the double purpose of carrying off the color will be restored, or greatly beautified.
congenial to taste in those days, it is presumed,
waste steam, and creating a ventilating draft.
E. C. H .
than it wonld be now,) with much satisfaction
The perfect regulation of the heat would be
Lake Village, N. H., January, 1856.
for the sharer of his j oys."
easy, by means of the stop-cock, so as to ad
[If it is the tin in the mordant, or spirits of
It is a fact that the best bleached paper
mit more or less steam, and could be secured the red lac dye used for flannel, which prevents
white-is not really a pure
by suitable openings in the drum, which could it fulling up like white flannel, the common that which is called
white, but has a yellow tinge. This is also
be opened or shut at pleasure. It will be per opinion in the rural districts respecting the
cloth. T o make
ceived that, in addition to a very regular heat, negative fulling qualities of red flannel dyed the case with bleached cotton
and also cotton cloth a pure
no noxious gases would be carried into the with madder, must be wrong. The method the paper pulp
in the ordinary
rooms, a perfect ventilation would be secured, described in the above for restoring the color white after being bleached
they are colored (very lightly how
and no undue dryness of the atmosphere would of common red flannel is correct, and may be manner,
with blue, in the s!t!ue manner that wear
ever take place. The boiler and heating ap very useful to many of our readers. Military ever)
is tinged by washerwomen. If a
linen
ing
paratus might be placed outside of the house, men who wear scarlet uniforms, can remove
coloring dye drug like acid
and the danger of fire frolIi these be thereby black iron, or dark ammonia stains from their tinge of some red
were combined with the indi
cochineal
ulated
obviated.
coats by using some muriate of tin in hot wa
paper pulp or cot
Its application to cooking purposes might ter, and applying it to the spots with a sponge. go blue in tinging bleached
obtain E d
appear strange to persons unacquainted with A wine glass full of the muriate of tin added ton cloth, a purer white would be
b y the use o f blue alone. A ray o f white
it, but from actual experiment I am enabled to to a pint of hot water will be about the right than
is composed of three colors-red, blue,
state that it is the most perfect means of per strength to use. When the spots disappear light
and yellow. If bleached cotton cloth, there
forming all the operations of cookery, including from the cloth, the dilute aci d must be ab
baking, roasting, broiling, and frying, besides sorbed from the coat, and the spots so treated fore, has a yellow tinge, it requires the presence
of red and blue to make it a perfert white.
boiling, and that by exceedingly simple ap be afterwards washed with hot water. This
paratus.

unpropitious weather, nor evils of any kind.

out thirty feed boxes three times a week, and rains and winter frost. It was well worked
a task which might be avoided could we but throughout the season with three hands, includ

Soap snds neutralize this acid,

be done away with by the use of steam, heated especially when hot ; and so does the ammoto a sufficient degree.

Another thing I want, is iron feeding troughs
IVooden feed-

or boxes, for horses and cattle.

fed twice

(For the Scientific American.)

The frequency white flannel, and the property possessed by
of destructive fires caused by defects in the the one over the other, which prevents the red
flues, is proof sufficient for this assertion, not " fulling up." like the white.
to speak of the nature of the hot air (so-called)

is simple, powerful, and durable ; which may dian corn.
be worked by hand or horse power, and I will
I planted my cotton very early, preparing
warrant any man a fortune.
the land in the best manner, and had no draw

-------.
., � -.
..------Dean Cotton .

The following from the New Orleans

True

coat, the sponge will absorb the spirits from

Delta, relating to the above cotton, will be of

the cloth, and vice versa.

interest to our cotton planters :-

Whether our correspondent is correct or not

" An o ccasional notice of the sale of a small
conceive the perfection with which a piece of in relation to the effects of the muriate of tin lot of this article, at rather more than the pre
meat or any other substance can be roasted in being the preventive for the fulling of flannel, vailing prices, seems to be all the attention it
this way, all danger o f burning any part of it his hints are very useful, and
will no doubt receives from the public. Many persons have
being completely prevented. It may also be
lead to experiments which will determine the an idea that it is much less productive than the
used, by a simple arrangemeut, for the purpose
matter fully, and thus be the means of increas common short staple varieties. Such persons
of drying wet clothes and other articles almost ing useful knowledge.
may do well to refer to the Patent Office report
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Mineral 'Veallh o f Lalie Snverior neg';ous.

The mining business has been very prosper
ous during the past season ; and up to the close
of the navigation, the total product for the
year was 4855 1-2 tuns.

The value of the
copper at the wharves was $140 per tun, !:lak
ing the money value $679,770. The increase
of this year's shipments over last was 1800
tuns, and it is estimated that those of the en
suing year over the present one will be about
double. The Lake Superior copper contains
silver, some having produced as much as 3 3-4
Ibs . to the tun. Of the copper shipped from
Lake Superior, 1600 tuns go to Pittsburg

2000 to Detroit, and the remainder to C leve
The Minesota Mining C om
pany sold a considerable portion of last year's
land and Boston.

copper to Rothschild's house. It was smelted
in Paris, and found to contain, besides the
usual alloy of silver, a trace of gold.
------
.
.. �..
-------.
Mineral \Vealth of England.

Estimated value of the metalliferous pro

ductions for the current y ear :
C oals, at pits
Iron are

£23,000,00 0

.

3,000,llOO

C opper ore

1,300,000

Lead ore

1 ,500,000

Tin are

700,000

Silver

.

Zinc ores
Salt, earths,

200,000
15,000

sulphur, building stones, &c.,

&c.

3,000,000

Total .
£32,7 15,000
[The above i s from the London JJfining
Journal. We entertained the opinion that the
raw mineral products of England were far
greater than they are. They ouly amount to

$158,667,720. The export of one American
product-catton-amounts to more than one
half of all the mineral wealth of England. The
value of American cotton exported for the
year ending June last, is $88,143,884.

Of this

nearly two-thirds were taken by England and
her dependencies, the amount being $57,730,-

259.

.. . .. . ..

Fat pork is employed on some of the Ohio

Railroads for lubricating axles. It is placed, in
thin slices, in the axle boxes .

£) titniifit 6tlutritan.

�ttlu �nh£ntitlns.

�

�

I

si stS of soft ras s wi re, and each app ratus is mines discharged, simultaneously, on a line of
.
.
furmshed WIth 1 2,000 feet of plam WIre, and 1 0 0 fathoms. Under water explosions bave been
2400 feet of insulated wire,
gutta percha.

Llfe-Saving AVIIA.'stns.

being coated with

The explosive substance em-

of sulphur, antimony, and
potash, which can be made with
ease in th e form o f a c artri dg e , and placed at
any part of the conducting line. With these m a chines expl osio ns have been effected at a dis tance of a German league and a half; and 50
ployed is a mixture

of
the schooner Echo, on the Jersey shore, near
New York, contains a very c le ar description of
the nature, v alue, and mode of operating vari
ous contrivances for saving life in cases of
shipwre ck. It is seldom that they are em
ployed with such successful results as in the
present case. The narrator s ay s :
" 'V hen the schooner struck, the crew sprang
into the rigging-the last resort for life-and
calmly awaited the moment when the vessel's
breaking up would give them an opportunity
of being drifted ashore on the spars or timbers
of the wreck.
Hour after hour pass ed away,
and daylight came with no prospect of succor.
The cold was intense, and all the seamen were
more or less benumbed with the cold. At day
light it was discovered t
. hat one of their num
b er, the cook, w as missing. He could not be
The following narrative of the recent loss

chloride of

of the' screw, and a dvances or re cedes from
the bow, a, a c c ording to the direction in which
effe cte d at 400 fms . distance, the c onductor the handle i s revolve d ; the mop is thus com
exteuding to the length of 500 fms. and the pr es sed or rele as e d a t pleas ure.
'
effects totally independent of s e as on or weather.
Those of our lady friends who k eep hous e,
They h ave been in use at the marble quarries will, we are sure, be pleased with the conve
near Nieustadt for two years without the loss nience afforded by this little contrivance for
of a single life, and numerous discharges have cleansing their floors. The cost must be quite
taken plac e in the Danube, for clearing the trifling. A ddress the inventor for further in
navigation.
formation.
.. . .. ' ..

APPARATUS FOR REPLACING CARS UPON THE TRACK.

l

modelling his chart, and a second edition of it

j ust been publiehed-by D. Appleton &
Co., this city-greatly enlarged and beautified,
and bearing the marks of careful correction.

bas

The principle of illustrating chemistry, on
which this chart is based, is peculiar : it repre
sents by colored squares, chemical atoms, and
. their relative quantities by weight according to
their respective area! : thus hydrogen, the light
est atom, is represented by the smallest square
on the map, and is ofa lilac color, having as its
s ymbol, H., and equivalent, 1. Carbon, the
next smallest square, is colored black, and
marked with the equivalent, 6. Oxygen, the

of assistance could be
discovered by the unfortunates. Seven hours
w as spent in hanging to the bare rigging, with
the sea at times making a clean breach over
them.

next smallest, is colored red, and marked with

" About 1 1 o'clock C apt. Jennings discov

the

ered the position of the unfortunate men as

39 .

once started a posse of men to their relief who

the

ranged in a second vertical row ; then the

The mortar was procured

trinary compounds in a third row, and so on.

from station house No. 1 5, and the line being

Thus,

attached to the ball, the piece of ordnance was

fired off toward the schooner ; but, alas I the
wire was rusted so b adly that it snapped in

for example, light carburetted hydrogen
by a group of three atoms,

gas is represented

-two small lilac-colored squares of hydrogen

like a reed, and the ball fell iuto the water

ball

most common and numerous combinations

binary compounds which they form are ar

the life-saving apparatus could be procured

The

All the simple elements of chemistry are

ed in a vertical row, then opposite these, the

see some of the poor fellows washed off before

tire satisfaction of all concerned.

largest

The s impl e elements represented are arrang

time, the wreckers momentarily expected to

was thrown across the bows of the veesel, and

the

of salts and compounds-as fats or oils, &c.

and as the sea was running very high at the

line to the schooner, which resulted to the en

Potassium,

a monster one to do this, but those which form

The wreck

then lay about 75 or 1 0 0 yards from the 8hore,

" Another attempt was made to shoot the

8.

not r epres ente d on the map, as it would take

arrived at the scene of disaster-distance six

shore.

equivalent,

square on the map, is colored blue, and marked

He at

two
a short distance between the wreck and the

For the past

two years Prof. Y. h as been revising and re

s igns

relief.

it met with

success, and was generally introduced

into our schools and academies.

Seven, eight, nine, ten, and even eleven o'clock

for their

ustrating E lementary Chemistry,

great

overboard when the vessel struck the bar.

miles-about 1 2 1-2 o'clock, P. :!.f.

years since, a Chart of Chemistry, by
B rooklyn, was given to the

publ ic, and owing to its peculiar method of il

Fig .Z

have fallen off the rigging or have been swept

they still hung clinging to the rigging.

A few

Prot. Youman's, of

seen anywhere, and it is presumed he mu�t

arrive d , but no

Youman'. New Chart of Chemistry.

aud one black square ofcarbon,-and lines are

drawn from the squares of the row of simple
The

a ccompanying engravings illustrate a ' service in assisting to replace the !ame after .elements, to sbow how they combine to form

novel invention by Mr. F. L. Bailey, of Free-

this gas, which illumines our streets.

wards.

The chemistry of combustion is also repre
any cause they are thrown It is appli cable as well to engines and tenders sented by s quares, illustrating the burning of
'fhe device is self-operating, and is in- as to c ars of every description, and the ex a candle or gas light. A candle i! composed

port, Ind., for repla cin g railroad

cars upon the

The improvement appears to be a good one.

track, when from
off.

It involves no

of carbon and hydrogen ; combustion is car

ly, before the cars have time to stop ; in other special alteratLn in the running gear, does
ging. A. hawser was then attached to the words the idea is to compel the cars to j ump not interfere with the operation of the brakes,
line by those on shore, and after a great deal back again on to the rail as quickly as they is out of the way during the period of s afe ty,
of labor it was dragged through the surf, and came off. If, on trial , the improvement prac- but on hand at the eventful moment of danger.
The annual loss of life and property on rail
properly secured on board the schooner. It tically a ccomplishes this feat, it is certainly

ried on by oxygen uniting with the carbon and

the line alighting on deck was eagerly g rasped

tended to effect the replacement almost instant-

pense of construction is small.

by those on board and made fast to the rig

was then fastened to a stake on shore, and be
ing made as fast as circumstances would per
mit, a s m all life-boat WIUI slung on it and
dragged to the wreck by those on board. Into
this the shipwrecked sailors crawled, and they
suc cee d ed, one by one, in reaching the shore.
The situation of these men had been viewed by
the residents of the shore for miles above and
below the scene of the incident, who, with tel
escopes, witnessed the sufferings of the mari

an

important

discovery, and

the

inventor

will be entitled to rank among the benefactors
of his race.

of the invention cousists in furcar t rucks with an extra axle, hav-

The nature
nishing the

ing ou each end a pair of flanged cam wheels,
as shown in fig. 1.

The axle is supported by

bearings between the cam wheel s , and is at-

It also represents the new and old views of che
mists on the salt-radical theory.

According

theory " all acids are binary-the pro
track, is very great ; the loss of time, which ducts of of a r a dic al , simple, or compound,
is also a loss of property, for " time is money," with hydrogen, and all salts the result of a
is also immense. Any practicable invention simple or compound radical with a metal."
which mitigates these evils demands attention. Hydrated sulphuric acid, according to the old
Further informatiou may be had by address view, is represented with three atoms of oxy
roads, occasioned by cars jumping from the to this

ing the inventor.

His patent was granted

, -, ..
..
----�
..
�
------

truck, A, between the ordinary
B, as seen in figs. 2 and 3 . The upper

gen on one side of a square of sulphur and
water on the other side, in the form of one

Aug. 14, 1855.

tached to the
wheels ,

the hydrogen, and p as s ing off from the flame
in the state of carbonic acid gas and water.

equivalent of hydrogen and oxygen.

Patent Mop Head.

Accord-

ing to the new view, hydrated s ulphuric acid

portions of the cam wheels, 0 0 ' , are lighter

is shown as a compound radical named " Bul

the frail rigging of the ill-fated ves s el. "

and narrower that

their lower parts ; conse
[The life-boat mentioned consists of a small quently when they are left in a state of rest,

phion," made up of four atoms of oxygen on
one s i de, one of the sulphur combined with

vessel closely decked over.

the heavier and broader parts will assume the

hydrogen.

ners as they hung, in the struggle of death, to

It holds two per

We welcome this new map of Prof. You

sons only, who get inside, and are locked up lowest position, as shown in figs . 1 and 2 ;
water tight. This boat can be drawn through when the car wheels are on the track, of course
the surf and under water without· injury to the there is no need of the cam wheels, and by
occupants ; the air within is sufficient to sus  reas on of the greater gravity of their lower
tain life for the few minutes reqnired to pass or shorter parts, they remain above the rail,
out of the way, as in fig. 2. But when the
from ship to shore.
car runs from th e tra ck, as in figure 3 , one of
--�--��",�,,�,�.-----
Austrian Electric Apparatus for BIIl.ting.
the cam wheels, C', come! in contact with the
A report has been laid before the Austrian rail,'and revolves, bringing the l ong ends of the
Academy of Sciences by M. Ebner, Major of other cams down to lift the car, while the pecu

Engineers, on the Eubj ect of employing elec

liar screw shape of the flanges on the cams

tricity, or voltaism, for the purpose of explod tend, I\t the same time to push and pull the
ing mines of gunpowder, or blasting in stone car sidewise to its original position. The cam
and slate quarries, and other engineering oper wheels, C, being longer than the others, are in
ations.

The former is preferred in the report, tended to operate on the ground ; the small

because the amount of effect of the voltaic

battery depends on the qU!l.lity of the conductor
through which it acts.

ployed by the Austrian

The apparatus em

Corps of Engineers

.consist of two disk!, 12 inches in diameter,

cams, 0 ' , are expected to catch and hold their

man's as a valuable addition to the science of
chemistry ; it will be the means of doing a, great

deal of good by its simple and clear illustrations .
. . .. . .
Coal In New Zealand.

Coal in large [quantities has been fouud at
Ly ttleton, New Zealand, and is now selling at

Christchurch, and at the plains in that prov
lOs. per tun. An alarm about the

ince, at £5

scarcity of fuel when the bush is exhausted of
The engraving aunexed exhibits a simple timber has now subsided. The fact that a
but very uSBful improvement in M op He ad , supply of coal can be obtained at New Zea
patented by Mr. Alexander Barnes,

s

of Ashta land, a steam-packet communication between

bula, Ohio, on the 20th of Nov., 1855.

Referring to the cut, it will be seen that the
mop is compressed or loosened by simply turn

ing the mop handle, E, to which th e screw, c,
shape of said flanges, wben in contact with the i s attached ; the screw passes through a nut
mil, tending to pull the car wheels to their pla piece, B, which also serves to unite the two

flanges upon the edge of the rail ; the screw

Australia and Panama is now contemplated,

and is a matter of considerable importance. The
employment of more capital in the conveyance

of coal will, it is expected, reduce the price
considerably.

-------� , �, ..
.
-------

It would be a good plan, hereafter, for the
of the bow, a ; the mop is held between
and the charge is made by merely placing a
Should the device fail to operate, from any the bottom part of the bow and the cr o s s-pi ece , people to elect the Speaker of the House of
point between the plates. The conductor con- reason, before the car s tops, it will be of great
d ; this cross piece is pivoted to the lower end Representatives by a plurality vote.

ces .

ends
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II wards, without a corresponding

effect on the our railroads in relation to the safety and com which has hitherto been always necessary in
A boiler in such a condition, by fort of the passengers, we believe it would be order to effect repairs, is avoided. There is a
(;OJ
u
&l '" '"
'"
� the agitation of the water, through a stroke of a good plan for the several States to make self-acting arrangement of the internal parts,
�'"
the pump or opening of a valve, instantaneous laws, appointing supervisors and inspectors to which allows all water to escape from the hy
ly developes a terrible force, by the superheat exercise the same powers on railroads as those drant, and thus prevents bursting of the pipes
NEW-YORK, JANUARY 26, 1856.
ed steam lapping up the water, and expanding appointed under the " new steamboat law," and overflows in consequence of freezing. It
immensely by becoming saturated steam. In for safety of life on steamboats.
is a good invention.
T h e Properties and Effects of Stea m.
.. . .... ..
Although much has been said and written the experiments made some years since by the
Improvements in ]}Iowing and Reaping Machines
The Mason Testimonial.
about steam, yet, owing to its wide application Franklin Institute, steam was heated to 533
-By Wm. F. Ketchum, of Buffalo, N. Y.-This
We
have
been
notified
by
the
Treasurer
of
on steamships and railroads, in factories and degs., while the pressure on the gauge was this fund-Mr. S. T. Shugert-that in conse invention consists, first, in attaching the cutter
mills.events are continually transpiring to bring only 103 lbs., whereas it should have been quence of the return of Judge Mason to the bar to the frame of the machine, by means of
it before the public in some new phase, or in 900 1bs. It is many years since Jacob Perkins chiefship of the Patent Office, it is deemed ad a single bar of steel, made sufficiently elastic
lome old one clothed in a new dress. When made this discovery in relation to superheated visable to defer the presentation indefinitely, to yield to any unevenness of the ground ; thus
we take into consideration that there Bre tens steam, and he advanced it as the cause of very and in the meantime to return all funds to the equipped the apparatus is a mower. The
of thousands of steam engines in daily use, violent boiler explosions, and no doubt he was original subscribers. Under the circumstan second improved feature relates to the machine
any old scientific fact, not very widely known, right.
ces, perhaps, this is the best course that could when used as a reaper, and consists of a strain
In England there is an " Association for the
or any new fact brought to light, or any com
be adopted. All persons, therefore, who have ing bar, which extends from the bottom of tb e
mon error connected with steam pointed out, prevention of steam boiler explosions," which
subscribed through us, are hereby informed platform to the frame, in such a manner that,
must be of interest to a very large number of numbers among its members the ablest engi that their orders upon us for the amounts they while it adds support, it also counteracts the
neers in that country. Their first annual meet
elasticity of the bar first mentioned, and rer. 
persons.
have paid in will be duly honored. We shall,
For many years we have entertained the ing was held last November, but the yearly re perhaps, on another occasion, give them a new ders the machine sufficiently stiff for reaping.
opinion that at least eight-tenths of the acci port has but recently been published. The and better opportunity of testifying their ap lIr. Ketchum is the inventor of many valuable
dents caused by steam boiler explosions might Chief Inspector of the Association, in his re probation and appreciation of Mr. Mason's improvements in harvesting machines. His
mowers enj oy a world-wide reputation for ex
be set down under the terms carelessness, igrwr port, says, " the deficiency of water is evi
services.
cellence.
ance, and dejects of boiler ; but a correspondent dently the most frequent cause of explosions."
The amount pledged, added to the sums paid
Extension Table. -B y E. A. Curley, of West
of the Dayton Gazette, (Ohio,) entertains He also mentions the caBe of a boiler that in for this testimonial amount to between six
queer notions respecting explosions, believing contained water and steam, the latter only in and seven hundred dollars. Had the subscrip port, Conn.-This invention consists in having
they are caused by some mysterious agent, and dicating 8 1bs. pressure on the gauge, and yet tion been continued it is probable that a purse a box in the table for the reception of the extra
denies that steam explosions take place " from it was heated so high that the u.pper part of of two or three thousand dollars would haVE) leaves, said box occupying the place generally
allotted to the drawer of ordinary tables. The
defects of the boiler, or carlessness, or ignor the furnaces above the water line became red been made up.
bottom of the box is furnished with springs,
ance of those entrusted with their manage hot, and a block of wood on the top of the
•------o •
��
..
------_4.· .
upon which the leaves are piled. The spring
men.t." Let us endeavor to expl o de such nega boiler was charred black. " From this it is
Inventions in the London Crystal Palace.
tive views by positive proof. The steamer evident," the report says, " that steam may be
It is well known that the Crystal Palace serves to lift the upper one always even with
Pearl exploded her boiler on the 27th Jan., raised to a high temperature while in contact which stood in Hyde Park in 1851, still exists, the top of the table ; convenience in handling
l.855, at Marysville, on the Sacramento river, with water, and yet remain at a low pressure. and in far greater splendor than when it at the leaves is also afforded by the springs. Al
C alifornia, by which eighty persons lost their This condition can only arise from a deficiency tracted tens of thousands within its . walls in together, the improvement is a very useful one.
Instrument for Pruning Trees.-B y W. W.
lives-three times more than were lost by all of water in the steam, and we may reasonably that year. It was removed from L ondon and
the other steamboat explosions which took infer, that if this could by any means be sup re-erected at Sydenham-a few miles from the Harvey, of Saltville, Va.-The pruning of tte
place last year. The report of the Inspectors plied, we s30uld have an almost instantaneous metropolis-on a bold hight, where it over upper branches of fruit trees is generally done
on this case says, " this accident was investi increase of density and pressure proportionate looks the adjacent country. It is divided into by means of a common chisel, mounted upon
gated rrwst fully, and the decision was, it was to the degree of saturation. This will fully different apartments or courts, for the display the end of a pole, the operator standing upon
caused by carelessness or recklessness of the en account for the differeuce in intensity of many of ancient and modern art, and on a beautiful the ground. This contrivance answers very
gineer, and he absconded after the accident." explosions, and why these should so often occur day it is sometimes visited by twenty thousand well except where the limb to be severed is too
large for removal by one blow of the chisel ; in
On the 30th of June last year, the steamer Lex immediately after starting the engine."
persons, from all parts of the world.
Persons ignorant of these phenomena con
ington exploded her boilers on the Ohio river,
We have just received a circular from the attempting to give a succession of blows the
and although the cause of the disaster was not nected with steam, may, no doubt, be ready to Secretary-G. Grove, Esq.-of the Association chisel is rarely guided into the same cnt, and
fully substantiated, the Inspector's report states attribute very violent explosions to some mys to whom the Palace belongs, informing us that the limb becomes hacked, the tree injured, &c.
The present improvement consists in elongathat " from the testimony obtained, the cause terious agency-electricity, or some invisible the directors have appropriated a portion of
was au inadequate supply of water in the boil ether. Intelligent engineers, however, know the Palace for a " Court of Inventions," in ting the handle or shank of the chisel, and
ers,"-another case, no doubt, of ignorance or how to obviate explosions arising from unsat which it is proposed to receive and exhibit slipping it loosely into a hole made in the excarelessness. The steamer Oregon exploded on urated steam, by keeping the water in their free of rent, specimens, models, and drawings tremity of the pole ; if the chisel is now driven
tbe Detroit river on the 20th of April last, and engine boilers continually in agitation.
of newly invented and patented articles. This into the limb it sticks fast, and allows the pole
We have been thus particular in presenting
respecting the cause ot this, the Inspector's re
is a very worthy feature connected with the to be drawn back a little, and thrust forward
port says, " from such information as could be the foregoing information relative to the na Institution, and may be of advantage to Amer again against the chisel, with the same effect
elicited the Board came to the conclusion that ture and effects of steam, in order that ignor ican inventors who visit England with inven as a mallet ; by repea�ing this operation the
it was caused by the failure of the supply ance of the causes of boiler explosions may nev tions for public exhibition and sale.
larger limbs may be expeditiously severed, with
pumps, and consequent want of water in the er be held up as an excuse for defects of boil
that smooth clean cut which is so necessary to
boiler,"-another case, no doubt, of careless ers ; or carelessRess, or recklessnes on the part
Recent American Patent ••
the health of the tree. The end of the pole is ,
ness or ignorance. On the 7th of July last, of those having them in charge.
Imp/'oved Gas Burner.-By Charles A Cum  of course, furnished with a thimble, to prevent
the boiler of the steamer J. Brooks exploded on
mings and Cortland Douglass, of New London, splitting.
Dangers of Railroad Traveling.
Improved Harvesting Machine . -B y Gilston
Lake Erie, near Ashtabula by which three lives
Conn.-The metallic tip or burner through
Railroad accidents have recently become which flows the gas used for lighting, is per Sandford and Thomas Hull, of Poughkeepsie,
were lost. The report of the Inspectors in re
lation to it, states the pressure of steam at the very common. Two have takeu place on the forated according to the form of light or flame N. Y.-This invention relates chiefly to the
time of the accident to be less than allowed Hudson River R.R. within two weeks. The first that is desired. If, for example, an erect slen manner of hanging the driving wheels and
by certificate, and the water at the proper was caused by one train running into another der flame is wanted, the top of the bumer is so frame of the machine. The principle involved
hight in the boiler, but " the Board decided on the same track, near Poughkeepsie, on the perforated as to leave a small perpendicular is rather novel in its application : suppose the
that the accident was caused by a defect in the 9th inst., by which three persons were instant hole ; a hollow disk perforated at its edges axletree of a common cart instead of being
braces of the crown of the furnace." Thus, ly killed and a number dangerously wounded. with several fine holes, forms what is known made horizontal were bent in the form of a
of the four explosions of boilers which took The second was caused by the breaking down as a " sun wheel burner ;" two apertures made crank, the bow part being turned up, and the
place last year on licensed steamers, three were of the bridge over Spuyten Duyvel Creek on at angles so that two j ets of gas will issue body of the cart being attached to the upper
undoubtedly caused by carelesilnesB or ignor the 14th inst., when the train was passing over against each other and spread, produce what most part of the bow ; it is plain that when
ance on the p art of those managing the boil it, by which two persons were killed-the en is known as the " fish tail " flame, and the tip ever the bow was turned out of a perpendicular
ers, and the fourth was cau.sed by a defect in gineer and the fireman-and seven severely is known as the " fish tail burner."
line the cart body would be brought nearer to
the boiler. Many more accidents would have wounded. There were a great number of pas
The present improvement relates to " fish the earth.
taken place from defects of boilers only for sengers on both the trains on which these acci tail burners," and consists in introducing a
The above principle is exemplified in the
the rigid inspection to which they were sub dents took place, and it has been a subject of very small and thin blade of metal between present improvement. The axles of the driving
mitted. The Inspectors' report alluded to, wonder that so few lives were lost. The first the two apertures on the tip, so as to separate wheels are hung eccentrically to the frame in
says, on page 1 2, " defects have been disclosed ,accident was caused, it is said, by the incom the j ets. This device is alleged to serve two circular movable bearings, by turning which
by the very process of inspection, which, wi til petency of the " signal man," who did not warn purposes : first, the gas jets strike against the the frame of the machine, together with the
out such discovery, would haVle undoubtedly the approaching train in due time, of the dan blade and become more widely spread, and cutters and platform, are elevated or depressed
resulted in terrible accidents, involving loss of ger. The second accident was caused by the thus produce a broader flame than when they at pleasure. The same feature permits an in
life and property." This testimony, from such ice of the creek, during high tide, lifting the issue against each other. Second, the blade stant disconnection between the driving wheels
high authority, confirms us mene and more in track off the spiles. This was, perhaps, one of becomes highly heated and imparts extra cal and cutting gear. These movements are made
the views we have hitherto entertained re those accidents which human wisdom could oric to the issuing gas, producing more com by means of a convenient lever.
specting the ca1!lse of steam explosions.
not provide against in that particular case, but plete combustion, and, consequently, better
Paper Feeding .I1pparatus jor Printing Press
The science of steam is not so simple, nor so certainly a bridge built on any railroad, the light. The improvement may be attached to et.-By Samuel I. Chapman, of Charleston, S .
very generally and profoundly understood as safety of which depends on the contingency of the .burners in use at a cost of a few cents.
C .-In this improvement the air pump is em
some suppose. There are some very curious floating ice during a high tide, does not say
Improved Hydrant.-By C. J. C owperthwaite, ployed in connection with a perforated cylin
phenomena connected with water and steam, much for the civil engineering of the road.
of Philadelphia, Pa.-The design is to afford der to suck up the sheets from a pile, .one by
ignorance of which has no doubt led to the ex
On the 14th inst. the train of the Morris and convenience in repairing, and to prevent one, carry them into the press, and discharge
plosions of boilers, by those who had them in Essex Railroad, N. J., ran off the track, by freezing of the pipes in winter. By the sim them at the proper moment. The discharge is
charge. Thus, water deprived entirely of at which several persons were injured but none ple turning of a rod the case of the hydrant effected by a cut-off arrangement, which causes
mospheric air can be quietly heated far above killed. On the same evening C ol. Raymond, a may be connected with, or disconnected from the pump to change from exhaust to blast, and
212 degs., the boiling point of water, without passenger on the train from Philadelphia was the main pipe, and the internal parts of the blow the sheet from the cylinder. Engravings
generating steam, and it can be made to ex- j ammed between tbe car when he had arrived hydrant, valves, etc., withdrawn for examina would be required to convey a full idea of the
plode at a high heat with fearful violence. at the end of his j ourney in Jersey City, and tion or rer air. The labor of digging and with working of this invention.
Steam in contact with water in a quiescent was very seriously injured.
Machine for Dres.-ing MillstOfUs.-By R. D.
drawing the hydrant from the ground, the sol
state, may be heated up to 500 degs., or upOwing to the bad management of some of dering of pipes, renewing of stop cocks, etc., Nesmith, of Lake Village, N. H.-It is doubt-

t't�nttf:tt Cl
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: steam gauge.
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less well known to everybody that the surfaces
of all flour grinding stones are grooved over
by mcans of chisels, so as to leave a large numbel' of sharp edges to assist in the fine pulverization of the grain. Whe Q. these edges become dulled from use it is necessary to renew
them by regrooving. Until within a few years
this labor was always done by hand, with mal
let and chisel ; but mechanism is now quite
extensively employed for the purpose.
The present invention consists of a grooving
apparatus to be attached by means of gearing
to the spindle of one of the stones, in such a
manner that when the device is made to move
it will travel ,around concentrically, and cut
concentric grooves upon the stones. Another
feature of this improvement consists in a novel
means of regulating the length of the arm to
which the stone pick is attached ; also in a
method of regulating the force of the blow
given to the pick.

ImprffVed Fire Engine .-By John P. Cowing,
Philo Cowing, and George Cowing, of Seneca
Falls, N. Y.-The prominent featme in this
improvement relates to the manner of opera
ting the pistons. The piston rods instead of
being made in one piece, are divided and
j ointed so as to form the well-known toggle
j oint. The toggles are connected by suitahle
levers to the brakes, and the whole apparatus
thrown into a very compact form. The in
ventors allege that a fire engine made on their
plan will surpass, in power and ease of oper
ation, any othe � machine of the same capac
ity. It is also alleged that when the pistons
reach the point where the greatest force is re
quired, the toggles are almost straight, and
that no more power is therefore needed at the
end than at the beginning of the stroke.
Bolt Heading Machine-By Henry M. Clark,
of New Britain, Ct.-This invention has for
its object the formation of screw and bolt
heads of various kinds, by upsetting the blank
of round, bar, or rod iron of which the screw
or bolt is formed. The invention consists in
a novel arrangement of dies to upset and form
the heads ; also in certain means of operating
the dies and gauging the position of the blanks
previous to the heading operation ; also in a
peculiar way of discharging the beaded blank
from the dies . Drawings would be necessary
to describe the precise operation of the parts.
New Mortising Machine-By J. A. Merriman,
of Hinsdale, Mass.-This invention embodies
a peculiar method of operating a reciprocating
cutter and a pair of chisels, whereby mortises
of varying sizes may be cut in a perfect and
very expeditious manner. The machine may
be operated either by hand or steam power.
We regard the improvement as one of the best
of its class.

New Wash Board-By Ira S. Parker, of
Sharon, Vt.-The common wash board may
be described as a piece of flat wood, serrated
or grooved upon its surface. Mr. Parker com
bines a series of small round bars, so that
when put together they present as good a rub
bing surface as the common boards. Each bar
has a number of round beads turned upon it,
so that the wash board, when complete, bears
some resemblance to the counting bead frames
used in schools. The inventor alleges, that in
the use of wash boards thus constructed, t1:.e
water is not spattered around during the pro
cess of rubbing the clothes, as it falls through
the spaces between the beads into the tub.
The clothes also, in consequence of the beads,
are rubbed over the ends of the grain of the
wood, and thereby subjected to more friction
than the ordinary corrugated boards present ;
thus effecting a saving of labor.

Hat Body Felting Machine.-By James S
Taylor, of Danbury, Conn.-This invention is
an improvement upon a hat felting machine,
formerly patented by Mr. Taylor, and which
consisted of a number of rollers placed diag
onally to each other within a vat. The rollers
were so arranged as to form a chamber be
tween them, of sufficient size to receive the
hat body, which was forced through the whole
length of the rollers by the rotation of the
same and, by repeated rolling and rubbing,
elt ed up or shrunk. All of the rollers above
mentioned turned on a fixed axis, and had only
one motion.
The present improvement consists in giving
some of the said rollers two motions, viz., a

1 lateral as well as a rotary motion.

This sim
pIe change, we are told, accomplishes a highly
useful result, by improving the quality of the
work turned out. Hat body makers will un
derstand and appreciate the invention.

NOTE.-Patents for all the foregoing inven
tions were granted by this government Jan
15th, 1856. For claims of the patentees see
the official list on another page .
Recent ForcillD Inventions.

WORKING STEAM EXPANSIVELY IN ONE CYL

Carrett, of Leeds, Eng., has taken
out a patent for such an arrangement of cylin
der and piston as will cause the elastic force of
the steam to operate twice, by being admitted
first at high-pressure on one side of the piston,
and afterwards on the opposite one, which is of
a much larger area, where its expansion is
completed before being finally condensed or
discharged into the atmosphere. The trunk is
made of such convenient size as to slide inside
a suitable guide or chamber in the end of the
cylinder, in such manner that the steam may
act on the effective area, simultaneously with
the area remaining of that side the piston ; be
ing thus guided and supported on both sides
against the oblique pressure of the connecting
rod, while the total surface of one of its sides
is not lessened, upon which the steam acts on
its second entrance into the cylinder. This is
accomplished by constructing the cross-sec
tional area of the smaller ram of a different form
to that of the closed chamber in which it slides,
and by which it is guided, so as to allow the
steam to pass freely from the cylinder into the
vacant space between the two. The sides of
the chamber, or hollow guide, can also be made
adjustable, so as to compensate for the wear,
in lieu of the piston rubbing against the actual
sides themselves. To compensate for the in
equality of pressure in condensing engines,
which would otherwise be felt on the piston in
the two directions of its motion, from the uni
ted effect of the steam and vacuum, the trunk
is made a ram on that side the piston on which
the steam first acts to work steam-tight in a
closed chamber, the inside of such chamber be
ing kept open by a pipe leading to the eondenser, maintaining a constant' vacuum inside.
INDER-E.

indigo is a fugitive coloring ingredient for
dyeing blue. We would like to know what
" the other suitable dyeing materials " are,
which render this color permanent. It would
bela very useful receipt for many of our woolen
dyers. We can suggest to them the use of
camwood with the sulphate of indigo as being
in all likelihood the dyewood to accomplish
the obj ect.
BREECH LOADING FIRE-ARMS.-C . C. E.
Minie, the inventor of the rifle bullet which
bears his name, has obtained a patent embracing two claims for breech loading rifles. The
first is for a swiveling piece, to which is attached a device that holds the breech and barreI firmly and solidly. The second is for
placing the cartridge into a recess without the
necessity of inserting it in the barrel, to load
the rifle.
SIDE SCREWS FOR S TEAME R s-An English
patent has been granted to Capt. Whittaker,
of Buffalo, N. Y., for the application of screw
propellers to the sides of steamers instead of
their stern, combined with high pressure en
gines on the hull. This new mode of steam
propulsion is familiar to our readers, having
been described in our last volume. It is the
application of locomotive engines and side
screws to steam vessels.

i e 'l ch pound, when it may be withdrawn.

By
this pro cess, the decomposing gases in the
meat are completely neutralized-and it has ,
at the same time, undergone a rapid process
of curing or pickling. On no account must
the composition be allowed to boil, and great
care must be taken to have the heat uniform
and regular. To improve the flavor of the
meat, salt, spices, garlic, &c., may be mixed
with the treacle. This meat may be smoked
or otherwise dried.
2. When the meat is withdrawn, hang it
up in a cool dry place for about twenty-four
hours, and wipe off with a sponge the moist
ure from the exterior ; then immerse it in a
vessel containing one-half treacle and one
half strong gelatine, with a small portion of
isinglass, dissolved together, al'ld sufficiently
heated to be kept in a liquid state. This pro
cess hermetically seals the meat, and causes it
to retain its moisture.
3. When the coating has hardened on the
exterior of the meat, re-dip it, and then cover
the surface with charcoal powder. This pro
cess protects the coat from mildew, and facili
tates the handling of the meat in packing.
4. FISH-Subj ect mackerel, salmon, cod fish,
&c., to the same degree of heat as in No. 1
process, but in olive oil ; when cold, hermeti
cally seal them, according to No. 2 process.
5. VEGETABLES coated according to No. 2
are protected, as with a coat of india rubber,
from the influence of the external air."

NOVEL SYSTEM OF P RINTIN G-Jos eph Silber
man, of Paris, has obtained a patent for print
ing by producing a pressure of air, gas, steam,
or a liquid, through one or more mediums in
.. . � . .
'rhe PhllosOJ!hy of Sneezing.
the interior of an elastic holder for inking and
A sneeze always indicates that there is some
printing on surfaces, 'especially those which are
thing wrong. It does not occur in health un
curved.
PURIFYING OILS AND FATTY MATTERS-A less some foreign agent irritates the membranes
patent has been granted in England to A. F . of the nasal passages, upon which the nervous
Cossus, o f Sardinia, for purifying oils and fats filaments are distributed. In case of cold, or
by agitating them with turf charcoal and schist. what is termed influenza, these are unduly ex
They are then filtered through several thick citable, and hence the repeated sneezings which
nesses of cotton cloth, and at last through un then occur . The nose receives three sets of
sized or filtering paper. The oils thus treated nerves-the nerves of smell, those of feeling,
and those of motion. The former communi 
are stated to be very pure.
cate
to the brain the odorous properties of sub
[The above are mostly condensed from the
stances with which they come into contact, in
London Mechanics Magazine.
a diffused or concentrated state ; the second
------�.� -... �.-----communicate the impressions of touch ; the
Preserving Animal and Vegetable Substances
for Food.
third move the muscles of the nose, but the
The following specification is taken from power of these muscles is very limited. When
Newton's London Jow'nal of arts and science. a sneeze occurs all these faculties are excited
It has been secured by patent to E. Hartnall, in a high degree. A graiu of snuff excites ehe
PROPELLING VESSELs-James Pettigrue, of
of
St. Mary Axe, England. If it is as good olifuctory nerves, which dispatch to the brain
Drumcree, Ireland, has obtained a patent for
propelling vessels by means of a solid piston ' an invention as it is stated to be, and from the the intelligence that " snuff has attacked the
working in a cylinder at the stern of the ves- nature of the material used we think it is, it nostril I" The brain instantly sends a man
sel, to which the water has access-the piston will prove to be of immense benefit to our date through the motor nerves to the muscles,
acting to propel the vessel by thrusting against ham makers. The patentee describes his pro saying, " cast it out I" and the result is un
the water. The claim is for an arrangement cess of preserving animal and vegetable sub mistakable. So offensive is the enemy besieg
of mechanism to operate the piston, as the stances as follows :-" 1. Take two-thirds gel ing the nostril held to be, that the nose is not
atine and one-third treacle (thick molasses,) left to its own defence. It were too feeble to
principle of propulsion is not new.
and place both together in a vessel heated by accomplish this. An allied army of muscles
C OMBINED IRON AND TIMBER GIRDER-R.
steam ; the gclatine must be previously soaked j oin in the rescue, nearly one-half of the body
McConnel, of GJasgow, Scotland, has obtained
in water to enable the two to unite ; add a arouses against the intruder ; from the muscles
a patent for a girder or beam composed of two
small portion of spirit to remove the watery of the lips to those of the abdomen, all unite
malleable iron bars or narrow plates connected
particles. 2. Have another vessel at hand in the effort for the expulsion of the grain of
together with stay pieces of wood, and with
containing a composition or two-thirds treacle snuff. Let us consider what occurs in this in
spaces for transverse j oints.
aud one-third gelatine ; this, having once stantaneous operation. The lung becomes
PAYING OUT TELEGRAPH CABLES IN THE S EA . boiled, must be kept in a liquid state, by the
fully inflated, the abdominal organs are pressed
-R. S. Newall, of Gateshead, Eng., has se smallest degree of heat being applied neces downwards, and the veil of the palate drops
cured a patent for preventing submarine cables sary for that purpose. Raise No. 1 composi down to form a barrier to the escape of air
from kinking while being laid down, a great tion up to the greatest degree of heat without through the mouth, and now all the muscles,
,
deal of trouble having been experienced in its actually boiling ; then immerse the meat which have relaxed for the purpose,
contract
their getting twisted.
therein, and there let it remain for a time suf simultaneously, and force the compressed air
The cable to be laid down is passed around ficient to neutralize the gases ; whieh time from the lungs in a torrent out through the
a cone, or several cones, so that while it is be must be determined by its size and weight, and
nasal passages, with the benevolent determina
ing drawn off the coil the cone prevents kinks the quantity of bone it contains.
tion to sweep away the particle of snuff which
formiug. The cable passes over a pulley
When the meat is withdrawn from No. 1 ves has been causing irritation therein. Such,
above the cone, and on to a brakewheel, around sel, its internal heat will cause the liquid to
then, is the complicated action of a sneeze ;
which it takes several turns, and then passes run off ; it is therefore necessary to immediate
and if the first effort does not succeed, then
down into the ocean.
ly immerse it in No. 2 vessel, and there let it follows a second, a third, and a fourth ; and
PACKING FOR SPIRIT LAMPS-A patent has remain till it may be withdrawn with safety. not until victory is achieved, do the army of
been obtained by G. T. Bansfield, of Brixton, On being exposed to the air, the substance be defenders dissolve their compact, and settle
Eng., for the use of granulated pumice-stone comes hardened, but is as elastic as india rub down into the enj oyment of peace and quietude.
as a packing for spirit lamps, or any other ves ber. The meat is hermetically sealed. A third
[This extract is from the Journal 'If Medical
sel containing inflammable hydro-carbon. coating may be applied when the first has set, Reform published in this city, and is a little bit
This packing is stated to insure greater and the meat be immediately wrapped in can of philosophy " not to be sneezed at."
.. .. ..
safety.
vas, which firmly adheres to it.
Gas In Flushing.
Having thus stated the nature of the said
PERMANENT BLACK DYE.-T. Richardson,
We learn from the Long Island Times that
chemist, Leeds, Eng., has obtained a patent for invention, I will proceed more fully to describe
the beautiful village of Flushing (L. 1.) is now
producing a permanent black dye on woolen the manner of performing the same :illuminated nightly with gas . The gas was
" 1 . MEAT-Have in a vessel treacle and gel
cloth, by mordanting the cloth with bi-chrom
first let into the pi pes on the 11 th inst.
ate of potash first, then submitting it to a bath atine, in the proportion of three-fourths treacle
------.- �-..----
Al�lne Ice.
composed of sulphate of indigo aud other suit to one-fourth gelatine ; bring this composition
It
is
scarcely
possible to estimate the quan 
uhle dying materials . The words in italics are up by steam or otherwise to 215 degs. heat.
those used in the London Mechanics' Magazine Then, and not till then, immerse the meat tity of ice on the Alps. It is said, however
from which we condensed the above. The bi therein-keeping it down by means of a weight that, independent of the glaciers, there are
chromate of potash is a common mordant for made to fit the vessel-let the meat remain in 1500 square miles of ice on the Alpine range,
a black color on woolen goods, and sulphate of this vessel for the space of fifteen minutes to from 80 to 600 feet thick.
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OCK IlRILI_The American Rock Drill Co. inr
B. M of Ct.-Your ideas in regard to the motion of the
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
attention to their superior Ihachines. adapted fo
earth agree with those ofsome modern philosophers. who. IMPORTAIQ'r TO INVENT Rvite
n
J. S., of C. W.-T he idea of driving two sha.fts from the taking
the
motion
on
its
axis
at
seventeen
miles
a
second,
�f���
f��
�;��i�w��fl!� �h:;i�rea�fm��n� ���s�;��:
ORS.
same steam engine by piston rods leading from the piston say, " that if you take off your hat in the street to bow to
tion, powerful and accurate in operation, and can be run
U:VDEn�IGNED having had TF:N years'
through both ends of the cylinder, is quite an old one a friend. you go seventeen miles bare-headed without rIr\I1E
r
e
e
a
..IL practical experience in soliciting P A'l'}JNTS in this
�:dI� Jo�'i5 �f the s�i:��iJc 1���e
we do not recollect to have seen it used. but it has bee�
and foreig-n countries. beg to give notice that they con ����:i�1i;�e���;e�
Apply to 'f. H. L�JAVITT. Agent and Treasurer of
taking cold. U
their scrvicell to all who Inay desire to se can.
proposed to us many times as a lSubject for a patent.
the
A.
R.
D.
Co.,
No.
1
Phcenix
Building,
Boston,
17 3m:tl<
R. U . , of Del.-You can make a very good and durable tinue to offer
cure Patents at home or abroad.
1. J. W. A of Md.-We are not engaged in the sale of cement for mending glass and china by reducing sepa
Over three tholtsand Letters Patent have been issued,
patents. and do not know of any one who would be likely rately, to the finest powder, equal quantities of un:.lacked ,,,hose paperll were prepared at this OHice, and on an
IL R4. VJ<�R-Save 75 per cent of ;srour oil by using
avera""e Ilfteen, or one- thi1'd of all the Patents i..,;sued each O Devlan, \VooJ. & Hancock's Patent Oil Saver. For
to become purchaser of yours. Advertising it is as good a lime and flint glass, and as much litharge as both of them week,
"'are on ca:ses which are prepared at our Agency.
particulars and right to me in machine shops, factories
system as you can adopt to dispose of it.
&c., and on railroads. apply to S. C. HILLS, 12 Platt st.:
together, the proportions to 1:e adjusted by measure after An able ('orps of Eng-ineers, ji;xaminers, Vraughtsmen.
12 10
writel's are in constant employment, New York.
E . T., of Ind.-It is not new to ring the bell of a locomo they are reduced to powder. Mix them well together. and Specification
renders us able to prepare applications on the
tive as you propose. by steam. A patent now exists for and work them up into a thin paste with old drying oil. which
practice.
long
a
of
experience
the
while
notice,
shortest
AIL'S
CEU1JBRATl
C
D
PORTABLP,
S'rEAM
such an apparatus.
and facilities which few othen possess. we are able to
T. H. n .. of -To put on your india :rubber sole you give the most correct counsels to inventors in regard to V Engines and Saw Mills, RogardufI' Hors6.powers,
S. E. P., of Pa.-The work you propose to publish must
Machines, Saw and Grist Mill irons and liearing,
get a cement of liquid india rubber. which is ap the patentability of inventions placed before us for ex Smut
would no doubt find considerable sale if prepared with plied
Saw Gummers. Ratchet Drills, &c. Orders for light and
to the inner sole, then the outer sole is placed on amination.
respecting the patentability of in heavy forging and castT8GiNu�dLi���it�(f6D.
consultations
Private
care. It affects a great interest. and would be useful.
are held free of charge. with inventors. at our
T. & G of Mass.-The plan you propose of carrying this and pressed firmly down, to make it stick. The shoe ventions
9 Gold st., N. Y. office. from 9 A. M until 4 P. M. Parties refliding atfora 13 1y*
back all the smoke and gas right through the fire, will is then kept in a warm place until the cement is dried. distance
unnecessary
generally
is
it
that
informed
are
to incur the expense of attending in person, as all MPOR'l'ANT J!\TVE�'l'ION-Patented August 14th,
not answer in practice, for the reason that carbonic acid, J. L. M of Mich.-Youl order for $50 we paid your themsteps
necessary to secure a patent can be arranged by 1855. .. Garratt's Metal " for Journal Boxes of all kinds.
which is the product of combustion , will tend to extin namesake, per order, on the 17th inst., in settlement of the
letter. A rough sketch and description of the improve I
It is anti-friction, absorbs the oil. not liabne to break. it
the
5th
prize.
guish the fire. The smoke consuming furnace of J_
ment should be first forwarded. which we will examine
can be made cheaper than either brass or Babbitt metal,
and give an opinion as to patentability. without charge. and
after many long and severe tests, has been found to
Maule, patented in England more than thirty years ago. G. C. H., of Mich.-Two $20 bills were mailed to you Models
of
part
any
from
safety
with
sent
be
can
fees
and
surpass
all other metals ever used for the pur'pose. For
on
the
17th
inst.,
agreeable
to
your
request,
in
settlement
contains the essential elements of yours. It utterly failed
the country by express. In this re!lpect New York is the purchase
of either State, county. or shop rIghts under
of prize No. 7. which was awarded you.
more accessible than any other clty in our country.
for the reason suggested above.
this
patent.
apply to JOS. GARRATT, Senr., Madison,
to
postage
of
free
sent
be
Circularfl of information will
Indiana.
13 3m"
J. a. P., of Ill.-Tea kettles with tubular bottoms are H. S. B of O.-A check for $25, being the amonnt any
one wishing to learn the preliminary steps towards
not new. The arrangement embraced in your stove ap awarded you on the 10th prize. was sent you by mail on making
an application.
the
18th
inst.
-WOODWORTH'S
experience
long
the
which
advantages
the
PATE�T
l
ib!
1!!:
:
1'!::
to
�
addition
In
pears to be new, and we think a patent can ge secured for
great success of our firm in obtaining patent:i present
� U U·U. Planing. Tonguing and Grooving
it. You had better send us a model of it. We shall mail M. M. G., of Ky.-On the 16th inst. we remitted to you tand
subscriber is constantly manufacturing.
o inventors, they are informed that all inventions pat Machines.-The
you a circular of general information. Alarm gauges are a certified check for $75, which was the amount of your ented through our establishment, are noticed. at the prop· and has now for sale the best assortment of these unrivalled
is
paper
This
machines to be found in the United States. Prices from
er t1:me, in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
not new. They are commonly employed for steam en award for the 2nd prize.
c
read by not less than 100,000 persons every week, and en
J. F. L., of N. Y.-We sent you a certified check for JOYs
gines.
r:��!��k ��gf����h:!� ip:����iv��i�. JO��l(}i��
a very wide spread and substantial influence.
14 Sm"
Most of the patents obtained by Americans in foreign SON. Planing Mills, Albany, N. Y.
R. C., of Mich.-S. R. Wilmot and M. Ludwig secured the amount of your award for the 3rd priz e, on the 14th. countries
are secured through us ; while it is well known
patents last year for improved machines for sawing down after deducting $14'25. agreeable to your request.
for
applied
patents
the
all
of
proportion
large
very
a
that
REMPER'" PNEUMATIC GOVERNOR for
trees. By reference to Vol. 10. SCI. AM., you will tind W. C. G., of Mich.-We cashed your draft for $55 on in the U. S go through our agency.
T Stationary. Marine. or Locomotive Engines.-This
MUNN &. CO.
presentation, to pay the fourth prize, which was awarded
descriptions of their inventions.
regUlator does not allow the engine to change first, and
America.n
and
Foreign
Patent
Attornies,
128
Fulton
you.
correct it. as others also, and will save the cost in fu
G. N. F., of Pa.-We cannot tell you how to destroy
street. New York ; 32 Essex Strand. London ; 29 Boule then
el in a few months. Safety Attachment-this is a perfect
the yellow coloring matter of quercitron bark without in. J. c . n.. of Wi:;.-If you can prevent the wires break vard St. Martin. Paris ; No. 3 Rue rrheresienne. Brussels. safeguard,
as it will stop the engine instantly in case of ac
ing
by
expansion
and
contraction,
yon
can
obtain
a
patent
cident.
Adjustable Pulleys-will guide belts true to any
jury to its tanning properties. but we can tell you how to
firm of Morse, Stansbury & angJe. Regulating
Valves-this is the best valve in use
make it give a different color. Use for this purpose a for the specific method of dAng this. By repeated ex D ISilOI"UTION.-The
Co., of Nf'w York, is dissolved under the articles of for the flyhall governor.
Rights for sale. Address JOHN
very minute quantity of copperas in the last ooze j it will pansion and contraction of the wire it loses its fibrous agreement. by the retiring of the undersigned. who is no TREMPER No. 1 South Sixth street, Philadelphia.
longer
connected
with
any
firm
in
the
United
States.
In
character
and
becomes
crystalline,
and
is
then
easily
16 6"
make it a light olive color. It is a pity that the yellow
------ ----connection with Mr. .John T. Pitman, (late clerk of the U.
color ofthis bark should be the nonsensical cause ofinjur. broken.
S. Courts of Providence. R. 1.,) and under the name of I'Mr ACHINISTS' TOOLS.-Meriden Machine Co
T.
D.,
of
Ala.-Your
air
telegraph
will
operate,
but
it
is
Stansbury
&
Pitman
he
continues
the
business
of
pro
curing the sale of the leather tanned by it, when its quality is
1 ' . have on hand at their ::i:'few York Office. 15 Gold
not new. A similar plan has been proposed before. also ing E cIr1s� ��tS�tA:NS�Uity:i6iiG�!�:i
unexceptionable..
a great variety of Machinists' Tools. Hand and
Ch�:�h St., street.
Powed Punching Presses. :Forcing Pumps.Machine Helt.
J. S. D., of Tenn.-Your plan of forming a steel twist the use of water in the tube in place of the air, which 20 3*
London, Eng.
ing.
&c.,
all of the best quality. Factory West Meriden.
would
be
better
in
regions
where
the
winters
are
mild.
barrel for cannon, then filling up with gun metal, strikes
17 IS*
on.ERS FOR SAI"I'}-3 cylinder boile", H inch. Conn.
us in a very favorable light j 1 lit would require exper It is not such a simple telegraph as the electric one.
B
es
diameter.
00 feet long. with two 13 inch flues, each
A. L., of Canad a.-The only difficulty a Canadian would with steam drums 36 inches diameter and 5 feet high,
iments to determine its value Jlrectly.
P. N. FITZGERALD, Counsellor at Law
and cross boilers 36 inches diameter and ]2 feet long, W e late Principal Examiner in the U. S. Patent Of
S. A. L., of -_._You cannot obtain a power from per labor under in applying for a patent would be the pay safety
and check valves. all in complete working order. nce-has removed from Washington, D. C. to the city of
manent magnets. for driving ma hinery. The horse-shoe ment of the patent fee-$500.
Also for sale a set of .. Van Sickle's Patent Salamander New York. 271 Broadway, (corner of Chambers St.) As
bars," for furnace 5 feet by 10, new. Apply to heretofore. his practice is confined to Patent Cases. which
magnet on the end of a pendulUl l to turn a wheel studded O. H. W of Tenn.-If you merely wish to file alcaveat grate
he will prosecute or defend, as counsel, 11efore the Su 
with metal points interspersed with non-conducting points on your invention we can attend to it for you upon receipt HECKER & BROTHER, 267, Cherry st New York.
20 �" preme and Circuit Courts of the United States. also before
will not operate at all. '1'he attraction will stop the pen ofa sketch and description of it, and the caveat fee, $20.
, or the Judges having jurisdiction l�t(dulum. With an electro magnet to cut off at each side, Our fee would be reasonable for preparing the papers. If � CHENK MACHINERY DEPOT-No. 163 Green· ���l�t����g���
you could move machinery. and this is done in the elec· you wish to communicate to the Government an inven  � wich �treet. New York, keeps always on hand Lathes.
Drills. Steam Engines, Woodworth·s Patent
IL ! OIL ! OIL !-For railroads, steamers. and for
tion, it had better be done through your Member of Con Planers.
tric dock. but not by permanent magnets.
Planing :Machines, Belting, &c., in great Variety. Tools Omachinery and burning-Pease's Improved Machine
F . P .. of La.-In answer to your inquiry we would state gress.
furnished of any size, to order, and of the best quality.
ry and Burning Oil will save fifty per cent and will not
A. L. ACKERMAN. Proprietor. gum. This oil possesses qualities vitally essential for lubri
that applications for patents must always be made in the J. G. S., of Miss.-We do not know any plan to obtain 20 6
cating and burning. and found in no other oil. It is of
name of the inventor, and can 1e so assigned as to allow a good draft in chimneys overtopped by an adjacent
HB
NEW
URICK
lUACHINE-ha.s been more fered to the public upon the most reliable. thorough, and
T
the patent to issue to the purchaser. The patent fee to building but by artificial means. No form of chimney
than two years in successful operation. Mine is practical test. Our most skillful engineer!!' and machinbts
it superior and cheaper than any other. and
by a small portable engine. costing $63.5. The clay pronounce
an English subject is $500, to all other foreigners $300 : a can insure a draft in such a situation. If we knew of driven
the only oil that is in all cases reliable and will not gum.
taken from the bank. passed through a pulverizer '1'he
mode 1 is always necessary. 'Ve are much obliged to you such a plan, we would be happy to furnish you with the iswhich
Scientific American. after severa) tests, pronounced
frees
it
of
stone-into
the
pit.
where
it
receives
.. superior to any other they have ever used for machin
the water pumped up by the engine, thence to the mao itery."
for the information respecting the prevention of scale in information.
For sale only by the inventor and manufacturer.
where it is tempered and molded ; making 2100
the copper worms of sugar pans. We hope that J. B. Moneyreceived at the SC;;;T IFIC AMERICAN Office on chine,
11'. S. Pl!}AS"J!�, 61 Main st Buffalo, N. Y.
per
hour,
or
an
average
of20.000
in
ten
hours.
Price
$4.00,
Avequin. the chemist of New Orleans, who possesses the account of Patent Office business for the week ending
N. B,-Reliable orders filled for any part of the United
v
5 s le e
19tf
fot£ ;:!Zh�!J. ·ant c�s�� $�. p�l�!�!�r$5£O;hidai:� States and Europe.
secret, and who furnished yon with the method which Saturday, Jan. 19, 1856 ,_
with if the clay be without stone. For
you have used successfully, may be induced to bring it J. K.. N. Y., $30 , L. D. S., of Mass., $20 , A. S., of N. may be dispened
l n t s I'I'J' I'!:: CENT;;; A-VRAR-Or 16 months for $1. THE
a
mphl
jf���b{s h� s���lI� 'C 1!11 NE W YORK WEEKLY SUN is now sent to
into public use for the benefit of our sugar planters.
Y., $100 , G. H. W., ofN. Y., $30 , J. B. E .. of Ind., $35 , ��t��[ck t��:l�� !ddre�:
Baltimore.
subscribers at the following very low rates. payable in
L_ P., Jr., of Pa.-We can make the calculations for C. H. D., ofVt.. $25 , J. P. 8 . . ofVt., $5 , H. J. H., of Me .. 20 2*
advance :-One copy. 3 months, 25 cts.; 6 months, 50 cts.;
you, but it would require considerable time. You can $30 , D. F. L., of N. Y .. $30 , A. J. B .. of N. Y., $30 , W.
e 7
e
c
UI"rU"EY'S
PA'l'F,�T DRY KU)\'S, by super·
steam. will dry grain. flour, and meal, with- fe�, $�' ; �3�S��i!�, $8�t�, ���i:S $1�;ith :�g�!�i����
.find them in almost any elementary work on mechanics. J. B., of Del., $30 , M. & W., of N. J., $25 , W. H. C., of B heated
The
within the State is ollly 13 cents year-out
P. O. G., of Pa.-A contrivance for the prevention of 0., $25 , S. W. & R. M. D., ofMass., $35 , T. II. W.. Jr., of i:�h]�r����gi:bat�°;1 h���s� cCrr�ul::� ���t t�� ����� of thepostage
State 26 cents a-year. No traveling agents are em
smpke, similar to the one you describe, was on exhibition Tenn.. $55 , A. H. II., of N. Y., $30 , J. G., ofN. H .. $30 , plication.
H. G. BULKLEY. ployed. Specimen copies sent grath;. All letters should
18 3* be post paid and directed to MOSE S S. BEACH,
in the steam boiler department of the French Exhibi S. & L., ofN. Y., $30 , W. B. G., of N. Y .. $30 , L A. H .. Kalamazoo, Mich.
4
Sun Office, N. Y.
tion. The principle con&isted in distilling the gases from of Mass. , $10 , J. W. T., of Ala.. $25 , R. B., of Conn., $55 ,
IIICTro,\,ARY-In the English,
the coal in a separate space, carrying them underneath I. S. T., of Conn., $25 , W. W.. of La., $20 , S, B., of N. T ECHNICAL
NEW YORK DAILY SUN-Is forwarded by
French. and German Languages ; by Messrs. '1'OL T JlI�
the early mails to country subscribers at $4 per anthe boiler, and mixing them there with the quantity of Y., $30 , S. T .. of lnd., S25 , W. & B., of Me., $25 , J. S. HAUSEN & GARDISSAL, Civil Engineers. Ready
German. price $1.31 ; (sec- ��d�rO�h�\rr�� e�tar!�'if��f�A�� �ta��l� p��eoIfi�!a1:
heated atmospheric air requisite for combustion, which G., ofN. Y., $7 , F. R., M.D., ofN. Y., $25 , A. T .. of N. (first part.) nFrench, English,
e
e
e
takes place so completely that there was not a particle of Y., $25 , R.A., of Ohio, $30 , A. & T. S. S., ofill., $25 , R. ��tu�!!)a! a���i�it�'J fu��h� :�:��r��: �l'�gi�:e :� ��:l:�tead���:' yO��'oP3N::tsf�;kYSat�t�,a
t��1�1�{�
Artists. Manufacturers, Foremen. Artizans. in short, of all
smoke. The economy of fuel was said to amount to 50 per G & S. M. S., ofMass.. $42 , E . S., of Conn., $35.
ited States, $1::6S� �e
those who. in some way or other, are concerned in Arts
S�' �iA�ii:�a�bii1:e�� ad·
cent., but it was considerably overstrained.
Specifications and drawings belonging to parties with and Manufactures. The present work is the key through ;�4:���
Corner of Fulton and Nassau s18.
J. C. P., of La.-Dextrine is sold by druggists ; it is the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent which the foreigon reader may penetrate into a langllage
which he may know but imperfectly ; it is the instanta·
sometimes called British gum. It is manufactured by sub Office during the week ending Saturday. Jan. 19 :_
MPOR'I'J\�T
TO
ENGINEERS AND IUACHIN
neous
translator
of
the
corresponding
technical
term,
or
mitting moisten�d starch, on thin iron pans, to a roasting H. S. N., of Ct. ; J. S. G., of N. Y. , L. V. B., of Ky. , its equivalent. in the three great industrial languages. I ISTS-NOTICE-Those
wishing to obtain the genu·
ine articles of Metallic Oil and Grease, should send their
heat in an oven. It is described on page 362. Vol. 7, SCI. J. P. S., of Vt. , C. H. D., of Vt. , L. D. S., of Mass. , G. For sale at the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Office
orders direct to the manufacturer. AUGUSTUS YOCK.
AM.
H. C., of R. I., (3 cases ,) W. H. C., of O. , W. & B., of
SA WS-We respectfully call the atten NEY. Office 67 Exchange Place, New York. No1 Agents
N. II. H., of N. Y.-The pressure of water on the square N. Y. , M. K., of Mass. , F. R .. M.D., ofN. Y. , M. & W. C mCULAR
6m"
tion of manufacturers oflumber to the great improve employed.
inch, under a certain head. is equal to the weight of the of N. J. , J. S. T., of Ct. , H. F. & C. J. P., of Ala. , S. ments recently introduced in the manufacture of our
Circular
Saws.
Being
sole
proprietors
of
Southwell's
column of water. It amounts to sixty-two and a half lbs. T., of Ind. , W. & B .. of Me. , R. G .. & Sons, of Mass.
nO'l'ARY PLANING MACIIINE.
patent for grinding saws, we ure enabled to grind circular N ORCROSS
rl'he Supreme Court of the U. S at the Term ofl853
at the bottom of a tube an inch square and 144 feet high.
saws from six inches to six feet with the greatest accuracy
i t
1
rn
4
..
. �.
.--------.
and
preci�ion.
The
impos:'l
i
hility
of
grinding
a
saw
with
Falling water comes under the law of falling bodies-the
�. N������s��f X:� �:�;12. )��}o� � ¥i�t�:FI�
out leaving it uneven thicknel'ls has always been ac- �ra�
Imllortant Items.
ninjf Machine for Planing Boards and Planks 1S not an
velocities are according to the squares of the times. It
s
t a infrmgement
t
n l e
of
the
Woodworth
Patent.
will fall sixteen feet in one second, and sixty-four feet in MODELs-'Ve shall esteem it a great favor if inventor � ��:�� � ��o�:,� tti!e���:�h�J:il;�� a�::ri� ���:
illg. When this takes place the saw loses its stiffness, and ca*i�t�u�c�:�eJ�� �·pTI�!1�r��s�� 8��(jR<b�Ocg��e
two seconds. Theoretically. nine hundred and !lixty cubic will always attach their names to such models as they will
not cut in a direct line. We will warrant our saws
208 Broadway. New York.
inches of water will flow through an inch square orifice, send us. It will save us much trouble. and prevent the
f e
e
d
a
l
Office for sale of rights at 208 Broadway, New York
���� I� t�i�rn!��S6r ;;�d��lf� rn�::a: � lhi���;; Boston,
under sixteen feet head. in one minute ; but, practically. liability of their being mislaid.
19t
27
State
street,
and
Lowell.
Mass.
the edge to the center, as mar be desired. As there
owing to the well known contraction of the fluid, only Subscribers or exchanges who are entitled. to the paper from
are no thick or thin places. the fnction on the surface of
twenty-five forty.ninths, or 488°75 cubic inches will flow and fail to receive it regUlarly are desired to inform us the saw is uniform, consequently it will remain stiff and
R
AIN
MII"LS-EDWARD
HARRISON,
of
New
G Haven. Conn., has on hand for sale, and is constantly
through in this period. Twenty-five per cent. is deducted that any omission may be corrected. Missing numbers !���th��a,;�l\���:��;�ds -!riltg� �:sli�bl:%'be:�e �:. manufacturing
to
order,
a
great
variety
of
his
approved
are furnished gratuitously where the fault rests with the true. This is th'3 oldest etablishment now in existence Flour and Grain Mills, including Holting Machinery, Ele.
for loss in a good lIlcroll wheel.
fm' the manufacture of circular saws in the United States. vators. complete with Mills ready for use. Orders ad
R. W of - You must endeavor to improve your pen publishers.
dressed as above to the patentee. who is the exclusive
manship. It was a difficult task to read your article, and PATENT CLAIMs-Persons desiring the claim of any in �!iV;�S :ce�:;r e::��ih���e,iNo��� b��r!��t..'1r!��.re . manufacturer,
will be supplied with the latest improve
to find. after all, that the subject was not of sufficient in vention which has been patented within fourteen years 12 3m"
WELCH & GRIFFITHS. ments. Cut sent
to applications, and all mills warranted
lOt{
to give satisfaction.
can obtain a copy by addressing a letter to this office
terest for publication.
RF,AS'l'
'VATER
'VIIFF,LS-For
sale,
three
Vermont-Your article on meteoric stonp-s is very well stating the name of the patentee. and enclosing $1 as B Wrought iron Under-shot Water Wheels,-one 14
O
WEB.
PLANERS-Persons
wanting
Iron
Planers
written, but inconclusive ; it lacks positive data in sup. fees for copying.
P of superior wormanship, and that always give satis
feet diameter and 3 feet wide l the other two about 12 feet faction,
are recommended to the New Haven Manufactur
diam�ter and 2 1-2 feet wide. Either can be made into ing Company,
port of any theory opposed to that of Dr. Smith, re.
910tf
New Haven, Conn.
breast or over-shot wheels at little expense. Terms mod·
specting the moon's volcanoes being the �ource of me.
erate.
Apply
to
E.
WHITNE
Y,
New
Haven,
Ct.
15
6
Terms
of
Advertising,
teoric stones. We had read Dr. Smith's views before they
&- ,JESUP-Commission Merchants
4: lines. for each insertion,
$1
BO;.1T\.TIONARY STEAM ENINF"s FOR SALE-nc A NDREWS
Cotton and Woolen Machinery, Steam Engines
were presented to the Association for the advancement of
� Horizontal Engines with iron bed frame�, and J ud. Machinists' Tools. Belting, &c., Importers and Dealers in
S
$2
Science.
son's
Patent
Valves,
good,
strong,
substantial.
plain
finish,
12 "
$3
S. N., of Me.-A tubular spar for ships could not be
ed. that will do good service, say from 4 horse power. $215 Manufacturers' Articles; No' 67 Pine street, N. Y. 23 11
o e
16 "
s,
and fixtures
$4
patented. .A ship was recently constructed in England
��o h� sE��i!d �hOe� 'ne�d�l !d�:!:;
W HAVEN MFG. CO.-Macbnists· Tools. Iron
for the Australian trade, in which the foreyard of the Advertisements exceeding 16 lines cannot be admitted, ��
S. C. HILLS. 12 Platt st.. New York. NEPlaners.
2eSwtf
Engine and Hand Lathes. Drills, Bolt Cut
vessel was made hollow, of quarter inch iron plates : it neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising col -- IRijiJtAR SA W �IILT"S (Wells' Patent) - Double ters, Gear Cutters,
Chucks, &c., on hand and finishing.
C and Single, ot various dimensions, adapted to sawing These rrools are of superiorr quality, and are for sale low
was 96 feet in leng ; 23 inches in circumference at the umns at any price,
slings greatest circumference 6 1-4 feet. It weighed four o:? All advertisements must be paid for before insert log'S of all sizes to 4 1·2 feet diameter ; admitted the most {i�nca:!dorp�fJ:s�V:�lr�;� :, Jeo; Cii�v��inj�}1r�:�:tE�
efficient. durable. and convenient machines in the coun- Co." New Haven, Conn.
tun� ; a wooden spar of the �ame size. it is calculated ing.
19 tf
would weigh twice as much-certainly an important ad
�d �111�I0��:�J��lr;a�����t'Of<g�tr�ir:dSr�:lrs,����
to give entire satisfaction. Address H. WELLS &
vantage in favor of the iron yard, especial1y when its du.
GRAIN MILLS-Latest Patent.
CIENTIFIC WORKS-Published by D. Appleton ranted
CO Florence, Hampshire Co., Mass.
10 6eow. HARRISON'S
$1000 reward offered by the patentee for their
n
w
rability is considered. The first cost was a. little more S
equal. A supply constantly on hand. Liberal Commisary o� ��'� hS:�i��� �c�f�:� E�gi;:�!�� ��J>Ec��i�:
than wood. Iron must eventually supersede wood in eering.
a e
2 volso,8vo. $12 ; Hourne's Catechism of the Steam
NGINEERI,rG.-The undersigned is prepared to on
Engine. Bourne's Treatise on the Screw Propeller. 4to. E furnish specifications. estimates, plans in general or �e ; W!�e�J::��:�tu��� t;J����e:rH��!��O�: �;
many of its applications to ship building.
to
S.
C.
HILLS,
our
agent.
12
Platt
street,
New
York.19tf
$9
;
Gillespie's
Treatise
on
Surveying,
8vo.
$2
;
Griffiths
i
J. B. P of N. Y.-Your oil saver may be new. if so, it on Marine Architecture, $10 ; Hencks' Field Book for �:;�!��� ����:�, b�ii��:�:d��rhhie���f���� d��:i;
Engineers, $1'75 ; Holbyn's Dictionary of Scien tion. Broker in steam vessel :. machinery, boilers. &c.
can be secured by letters patent. If you will send us a Railroad
HE EUROPEAN IUlNING JOURNAl" RAIL
Terms. 12 mo $1'50 ; Knapen's Mechanics Assistant, General Agent for Ashcroft·s Steam and Vacuum Ga?78s.
model and description of it. we will examine it. and re tific
$1 ; Lyell's Principles ofGeo)ogy. 1 vo1.8vo. $2°2.1} ; Lyell's Allen & Noyes' Metallic Self-adjusting Conical Packmg, T war and Commercial Gazette. A weekly newspa8 $
l
O
Faber's Water Guage. Sewell's Salinometers. Dudgeon·" §�i��rfi;lfr���:��j{in���� Jt���y�.O�d:���fulld
port our opinion of its novelty.
; °fe��i��'s 'M�c ����s. Mi�h:riih���JUIfn: Hydraulic Lifting Press. Roe bling's Patent Wire Rope for collated Synopsis, with numerous Illu!trations. of !:lr
J. A.Wagner-We have an inquiry for Wagner's Clover rv��;
g-ineers Pocket Companion. $1 ; Ure's Dictionary of Arts. hoisting and steering purp06es, Machinery Oil of the mOlt New
Inventions and Improvements in Mechanicfl and
Will the inventor please call at this office for Manufactures, and Mines. 2 vols, 8vo. new edition $5. D. approved kind, etc.
Civil Engineering. Office 26 Fleet street, London. Price
!t- . & Co .. have on sale all the important EnglishEngineer.
CHARLES W. COPELAND.
$6,60
per
annum.
36 tf
20 3t
mg Works.
Consulting
Engineer,
64
Broadway.
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sion h e swallowed a newly caught electric
fish, which was no sooner down his gullet than I
over went the heron on his back. He had
=====- swallowed a natural electric battery, and was
prostrated by the first shock. The fowl reReduction of Auriferous Quartz.
The follow:jng from the L ondon Mining Jour covered, but never could be induced afterwards
nal will be interesting to many of our readers to dine upon Malapterurus.
.--......... - - ..
in Virginia, Georgia, and California :-

I

;

" We have hl\d an opportvnity, during the
week, of visiting the laboratory of the Royal
Panopticon of Science and Art, to witness
some experiments by Mr. Harris, of Dolgelly,
assisted by Mr. Ansell, the professional chem
ist of the institution, for the economical ex
traction of gold from its matrix. The process
is, we believe, a modification of an old German
method, aided by the extensive experience and
important chemical discoveries of modern
times. The ore is from the Chancellorsville
Mine, in Virginia, a quartz deeply covered with
the red oxyd of iron ; this is first calcined, and
reduced to an impalpable powder, which is
then placed in a glass retort immersed in a cis
tern of water, kept up to boiling temperature ;
this is connected by glass tubes, with a gener
ator, in which chlorine gas is produced by the
decomposition of the black oxyd of mangan
ese, act�d upon by hydrochloric acid. This
gas passing through, and thoroughly saturat
ing every particle of the gold dust, hitherto
invisible, converts the same into a soluble
chloride of gold. The sand is then well washed,
the chloride consequently dissolved, Ilnd a
stream of carburetted hydrogen being passed
through the solution, precipitates the metallic
gold in the form of a deep purple powder. In
one portion of the apparatus a particle of leal
gold was placed in a glass tube, to show the
effects of chlorine on metallic gold, and which
was rapidly acted upon by it, being converted
into a beautiful green chloride, lining the in
Bide of the tube like a web. The process is
expected to be vory economical on a large
scale."
. ... �.----..
�.
----

Analy.1o of Certain Pure Animal 011&
Sp. gr. at ,64.('"5 F. C a r b on .
Winter sperm oil 0'87971 - 0'76490
0'91,a6 • O'76f,'9
L ord oil
Whale oil
0'92000 - 0·77511

Elements.

lly d l'oJ;en . Oxy�en .
- 0' 1 :: 150 • 0'11300
- O·lO.I8G • 0'1Z7�(;
•
9-11130 - 0'11059
""""

In mixing these oils, and probably all ani
mal oils, no change of volume occurs. The
following are the specific gravities observed at
and calculated for a temperature of 65<>·25 F.,
equal volumes respectively mixed as under
Mixed Oils.

Winter spe rm x lard
..
••
x whale
L ard
x whale

S p . Gr. obsvd.
0'89735

0 '89905
0·91778

Sp. Gr. c al.
O· S973.j

0·89962
0 91750

If we assume as constant for all the mean of
the respective factors of condensation from the
original gaseous volumes into the volume of
resulting liquid, we can calculate upon the
specific gravity of said liquid the proportions
of the elements it should contain. The follow
ing shows the result of Buch a calculation for
the carbon in each of the above .:
Carbon calcu late d
do
found

Sperm O .
O·7611R

0·76490

-

-

Lard O .
0·78367
0'766.';8

Whale O .
0·758.51
0'70511

The differences here between calcula1:ion and
experiment, amounting to 1 2-3 per cent. for
lard and whale oils, and 3-8 per cent. for sperm,
are attributable, 1st, to certain errors of obser
vation ; 2d, to possible error in assuming the
factor of condensation as constant in the dif
ferent kinds of oil ; and 3d, to probable physical
variations in the constitution of different sam
ples of the �ame oil. These variations may,
however, be taken provisionally as covering
the whole margin indicated by the above dif
ferences.
[The above analysis of oils is by Professors
J. H. Alexander and Campbell Morfitt, of the
Maryland University. Lard oil is now gener
ally preferred to whale oil for domestic use.
n burns with a clearer light, and hal not the
offensive smell of fish oil.
---..
...
..
-----... __

A Natural Electric Battery.

In old C alabar there is an electric fish named
Malapterurus Beninensis, the electric properties
of which are taken advantage of by the na
tives as a remedy for their sick children. The
fish i� put into a vessel of water, and the child
made to play with it ; or the child is put into
tub of water in which several fishes are placed.
This fish has bef'n descibed in the Edinburgh
New Philosophical Journal, by R. Thomson, who
has resided for some years in that country.
He states that he had a tame heron, which was
fed upon fish caught for it, and upon one occa.

Mortality a t Ditrorent Periods of Life.

In an essay on the physiological law of mortality, Prof. Buchanan makes some peculiar
observations. It is stated that the mortality
is greatest in the first year by 40 1-2 per cent.
The security of human life is greatest at thirteen-that is 5 in 1,000 die. In the first month
of life 90 in 1000 die. The mortality does not
increase in a regular ratio, but from inter-

fering causes. The mortality i s very great I
at twenty-four, much greater than it is for
some years after. M. Quetelet admits this,
and sets the subsequent mortality at twentynine, and attributes this to the persons who
are most violent at that age. The cause of
increased mortality about twenty three and
twenty-four i s probably the anxieties, fatigue�,
and dangers attending the entrance into life
and the obtaining of a livelihood ; and the
mortality amongst this class is far greater than
amongst those who have succeeded in making
provision for themselves. The security of life
amongst the laboring classes of provident babits, judging from the results by investigations,
is shown to be greater than among the higher
classes, who are comparatively destitute.

IMPROVEMENT IN BRICKS.

nished with a hub, the obj ect being t o permit
the removal of the wheel and the slipping on
of the runner in its place ; this done, the ve
hicle is ready for use as a sleigh.
The device shown in fig. 1, or its equivalent,
has been often presented to us by different individuals who have invented the same,· with
inquiry a s t o whether i t was patentable. We
presume it has been re-invented by hundreds
of people since the last snow storm. To save
them the trouble of writing to us, we would
state that the plan is as old as Greenland, and
not patentable.
We wonder if our neighbors of the Long
Island Railroad Company couldn't adapt these
snow-shoe contrivan�es to their cars, with
profit to themselves and convenience to the
public 1 This enterprising concern, we are
told, has suffered its rails to remain covered
up in the snow for about two weeks past, and
are now said to be waiting for the spring
thaws. Should the season be backward, as
sometimes happens, the Islanders will be in a
sorry plight.
.
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lIorrlble Effects cf Foul Air.

The American ship ·Waverly lately Bailed
from China with 450 Chinese laborers on board,
called C oolies, it is said for Peru or the
West Indies. The captain having died, the
mate put into Manilla; to bury him. Some
trouble ensued on board, when the mate shot
two or three of the Coolies and drove the rest
below, then went on shore to attend the funer
al of the captain. On his return the hatches
were opened, when, out of 450 men, 251 were
dead from suffocation. The mate and crew
were imprisoned.
Mr. Edgar C onklin, of Cincinnati, Ohio, has
lately obtained a patent for an improvement
in the form of bricks, which promises to be ·of
some importance. The accompanying engrav
ings are illu!trative of the invention.
The objects of the improvement are to secure
greater beauty in the exterior appearance and
finish of fronts, and also to render brick
walls of all descriptions more secure than they
are at present. This is done by a peculiar
formation of the bricks which facilitates the
use of grouting, cement, or soft slush mortar
as a binding, in place of th e common rough
mortar. Grouting is a thin, watery kind of
mortar, which, in time, becomes exceedingly
hard and firm.
In the annexed engravings, fig. 1 shows the
form of the improved bricks separately ; fig.
2 exhibits their appearance when laid in a
wall ; fig. 3 is a section of wall.

The inner edges of these bricks, B, are made
a little concave. The surfaces are formed
with cavities or depressions, c, the back parts
of which at d are the deepest. Except the
depressions named, the surfaces are made flat
in the usual manner, and come in contact,
when put together, like ordinary bricks. In
wall laying, the top surface of each course is
to be washed over, by means of a white wash
brush, with a thin coat of grouting or cement,
or a thin stratum of slush mortar may be laid
on. Grouting is then poured into the intersti
ces, which in consequence of the openings
formed by the cavities in the brick, has abun
dant opportunity to circulate among them, and
as its nature is to solidify it forms the strong
est kind of a binding. It is to be particularly
observed that the grouting is confined within
the wall, and, therefore, is not, like common
mortar, exposed to the weather. In putting
up house fronts, no pointing is required to be
done, and no disfigurement, to be covered up
with paint, is occasioned ; on the contrary, the
front ever presents the same unbroken smooth
ness and beauty.
The inventor thinks that walls may be laid
in less time with his improved bricks than with
the common kind, and that in addition to the
gain in time, there will he a saving in the ex
pense of mortar ; the latter article may be used,
however, if found desirable. He also believes
tl1at by reason of the greater strength in the
mode of binding, an important saving in the
number of bricks will be effected, since walls
necessary to sustain a given pressure will not
require to be built so thick as at present. It
is conceded by some masons, that a 12 inch
grouted wall is equal to one of 16 inches mor
tar laid.
WQ are told that there is no difficulty either

in the molding, pressing, or burning of these
improved bricks, and no increase of expense.
If the usual care is taken in sorting out from
the kilns, the proper proportion of bricks that
are sufficiently true and even for fronts will
generally be found.
It is said that exposed walls must be taken
down and relaid at least once in a generation,
in consequence of thc crumbling and destruc
tive effects of the weather upon mortar. Such
objections, it is believed, cannot exist where
the present improvement is adopted.
We might mention other interesting partic
ulars, but space forbids. Further information
can be had of theinventor at CinCinnati. His
patent bears date Jan. I, 1856.
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18116.
There will be two eclipses of the sun and
two of the moon this year. A total eclipse of
the sun will take place on the 5th of April, and
an annular eclipse on the 28th of September,
both invisible here. There will be a partial
eclipse of the moon on the 29th of April,
which will be visible early in the m orning ;
and a similar eclipse on the 13th of October,
also visible in the evening.
Eclipses Durlnll
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In large cities, and other places where
wheeled conveyances are plenty, sleighs scarce,
and sleighing times few, it is desirable to have
some quick and handy means of adapting or
dinary vehicles to snowy emergencies.
Two very simple methods suggest themselves,
which we here present with engravings.
Fig. 1 exhibits a skeleton runner or shoe,
placed beneath the wheel, and clasped in the
manner shown. Attach one to each wheel,
and the wagon is transformed into the tallest
sort of a sleigh. Each runner might be so ex
tended as to �upport two wheels. We observe
that some of the fire engines in this city are
furnished with shoes of this sort, upon which
they slide along with great facility. The snow
in our streets, at the time of this writing,
varies from one to two feet in depth, rendering
transportation by wheels a matter of ex·
treme difficulty. Wheels, owing to their nM
row bearings upon the snow, cut in Ilnd mire.
Fig. 2 shows a cheaply made runner, fur
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